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Botany
l .

STIPITATE ASCOMYCETES OF IOWA.
Ames.

Roger D. Jensen and Lois H. Tiffany,

Approximately twenty genera of macroscopic, stipita te Ascomycetes,
encompassing five families, are represented in the Iowa flora. The
five families and representative genera are: Geoglossaceae - Leotia,
Spathularia; Helvellaceae - Paxina, Helvella; Morchellaceae - Verpa,
Morchella; Sarcoscyphacaeae ~oscypha, Urnula, and Sclerotiniaceae
- Sclerotinia, Monilinia. Past and recent collections indicate that
most of the genera occur throughout Iowa primarily in wooded areas.
Most of the members of one family, the Sclerotiniaceae, are parasitic
on plants. The remaining families are apparently saprophytic .

2.

COMMON DIATOMS OF SPIRIT LAKE, IOWA . Milbert Krohn , Spirit Lake,
Michael Edwards and John D. Dodd, Ames
A natural history of the diatoms of Spirit Lake, Iowa, was in
preparation by the senior author for several years. Just prior to
his death in 1973, he made available a list of the mo re common
planktonic diatoms of that lake. We have checked this list, added
taxa which are common in other habitats of Spi rit Lake, and made a
comparison with the diatoms of nearby Lake West Okoboji . The llO
taxa listed are distributed among 30 genera. Only 12 of them have
not been reported also from Lake West Okoboji and, of these, several
reflect nomenclatural problems which have been uncovered since the
Okoboji list was compiled a decade ago. The Spirit Lake investigation
is being continued by Michael Edwards who became inte rested in diatom
studies as a high school student in Krohn's biology program. It is
anticipated that an expanded list of Spirit Lake diatoms will contain
at least 200 additional "uncommon" taxa and include several additional
genera.

3.

BLADDER DEVELOPMENT IN THE CARNIVOROUS , AQUATIC PLANT UTRICULARIA
MACRORHIZA. Carolyn K. Beltz. Ames .
The development of the trapping st ructur es (bladders) of the
carnivorous, aquatic plant Q, macrorhiza has been followed from
winter-bud formation to bladder maturity at the light microscope,
transmission elect ron microscope, and scanning electron microscope
levels. The same species was collected from four different aquatic
habitats in Iowa. The environmental parameters, including water
chemistry, were monitored for each habitat over a two-year period
and processed for computer analysis to determine which, if any,
conditions were significant in determining the morphological
expressions. Gross morphological differen c es were observed among
plants from the four locations including: bladder color, bladder
size, bladder length, and ability of the plants to flower. The
developmental sequences for bladders from all locations were found
to be the same; however, bladde r size was variable at comparable
stages among plants from each habitat. The developmental sequence
for bladder ontogeny will be presented with emphasis on initiation
and development of specialized structures making up the bladder.
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4.

DIFFERENTIAL DI ST RIB UTION OF TES TATE SARCODINES ON MOSS ES .
Eugen e C. Bove e , Lawre n ce , Kansas, and Ma r v Sanford , * S t. Paul , Minn .
A listing of species and number of testate sarcodines, made durin g
August 1973 , from a floati ng bog in East Twin Lake , It as ca State
Park , Minnesota, indicated a diff e r en tial distributi o n of species on
Sphagnum vs . other mosses (primarily Leptodi ct';-Jon ). Some were commo n on Sphagnum , but not present on other mosses, e . g . ; Hy a Zosphenia
papilio (140 individuals); CrrJptodi fflugia ovi f orrrris (264 individuals) ; Assulina minor (17) ; Heleopora petri cola (10); Arcella
herrri sphaer i ca (2); Quadr ulella symme t r ica (l); and Eug lypha cristata
(1) .
Conve r sely , some occ urred on other mosses; not on Sphagnum ,
e .g.; Euglypha fi li fera (29); E glypha ciliata ( 6) ; Arcella costata
(3); Arcella dentata (2); and Centr opyxis aculeata (9) . Some species
occ urred on both Sphagnum and on o t her mosses, being more often on
Sphagnum , o r mor e often on othe r mosses, e . g ., Euglypha alveolata
(S-46; 0 - 22); Eugl ypha l aevi s (S - 3 ; 0 -1 7); Arcella vulga.I'is (S-2;
0 -16 ) ; Trinema Zineare (S- 7 ; 0 - 33). Others occurr ed n ea r ly eq ually
on Sphagnum and on other mosses , e.g .; Difflugia globulosa (S-5;
0 - 7); Di fflu gi a binucleata (S-7; 0-5). These observations conf irm
similar obse r vations by several European wo r ke r s.

5.

ANATOMI CAL OBSERVATIONS OF AN UNUSUAL FUNGUS - MOSS ASSOCIATION IN
I OWA.
Bo nn i e A. Callan , Ames
Fungal associations with mosses are q uite rare , yet a Basidiomycete ,
Eocronartium muscicola , is common ly f ound parasitizing "Tree Moss" ,
Clima cium americanum . f· ameri ca num i s a large mat - forming moss
which p r od uces new up ri gh t gam e top hytes along its margins each spring .
The fungus is quite noticeable in the field as wh i te candles e rupting
from the ti ps o f new gametophyte branches in mid-June.
A microsc o p ic
mycelium advanc es into the ti ssue just below the active shoot ti p .
Th e hyphae pass thro ugh the host cells but cause no observabl e damag e .
The in f ected gametophytes appear no r mal in all re spects , so much so ,
that the re is s ome d oubt as to whether this is a disea se condit ion or
some ty pe of symbios is.

6.

SPORANGIAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE MYXOMYCETE PHYSARELLA OBLONGA. A
SURVEY OF THE STAGES OF SPORANGIUM DEVELOPMENT WITH SPECIFIC EMPHASIS
ON CAPILLI TIAL FORMATION . Donald B . Bechtel, Ames.
A developmental study of sporangia was conducte d on Physarella oblonga
(ye llow form) using light (LM) and e lectron (EM) mi c roscopy beginning
with darkgrown vegetative plasmodia that were stimulated by light to
form sporangia . Wi thin 30 min af ter exposure to light, the plasmodia
r e tracted their advancing fans into l arge veins .
Shortly afterwards,
the plasmodia produced n ew fans , which, after a period of migration,
retracted into the larger veins whe re s porangial initiation occurred.
The time seq uence from spo rangial inception to formation of brownblack sporangia requ ired 10 to 13 h.
During the first half of
sporangial development, rapid morphologi cal changes occurred while no
major cy tologi ca l changes were observed.
The sec ond half of
spo r a ngi a l development was ma rked by f e w morphological changes and
many cy t ologica l c hanges .
Included in the latter changes were:
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peridium formation; loss of vacuole-like channels; nu c le a r
degeneration; nuclear division; cleavage and sp o re wall formation;
and d e velopment of cap illitia.
Capillitia were produced in tubes
that developed in the sporangial cytoplasm by the fusion of some of
the vacuole-like channels .
Capillitial tubes developed progressive ly
toward the center of the sporangial mass from the umbicular and
peripheral peridiums.
Capillitial precursors appeared to enter the
tubes by 3 separate processes : from material in initial tube vacuoles;
from vesicles produced at tube periphery; and, from cy toplasmically
formed coated vesicles .
Capillitia reached maturity at the time of
nuclear division and cleavage .

7.

A STUDY OF THE PLANT COMMUNITY OF A SAND PRAIRI E .
Dorothy M. Baringer ands. Lane Wilson, Des Moines
This res earc h was conducted on sandy till on the southfacing slope of
the Des Moines river in the Red Rock area of Marion County , Iowa.
Fifteen mete r square p lots were set in a stratified r andom pa ttern.
Plots were studied pe riodically for species and cover . Occasional
pl ants in the area were detected by pe riod ic random cruising . Cover
was found to be 4.2 %. · Andropogon scoparius Michx . was dominant
with 97 . 2% relative co ver and 87% frequency . Panicum scribnerianum
(Nash) Fern . and Poa prat e nsis L . were subdom inants.
Dom inant
families were Graminaea , Comp osita e , and Fabaceae . Seven ty-fiv e
genera and 98 species were identifi ed, including a representative
sampling o f bryophytes and lichen s.

G.

STUDIES OF THE SYMBIOSIS AND THE CHEMICAL CONTROL OF BUD
FORMATION IN PSYCHOTRIA PUNCTATA. Wayne J . Edwards and Clifford E .
LaMotte, Ames.
The possible involvement of cytokinin(s) in the leaf nodule symbiosis
of R_ . punctata was tested by extracting leaf "punches" with and
without nodules , purification of the extracts, and bi oa ssay using
radish cotyledons. These tests provided evidence f o r the presence
of one or more cytokinins in or near the nodules . Further attempts
were made to induce bud formation in callus cultures. Buds were
observed on callus proliferating from shoot apices c ultured on 10-4 M
zeatin under greenhouse conditions . Attempts are now underway to
reproduce these results in controlled environments .

9.

A PRELI MINARY REPORT ON THE ORCHIDACEAE OF IOWA.
David A. Niemann , Am es .
A survey of herbarium specimens of orchids col l ected in Im,a revealed
that the total number of spec i es r eco rd e d for the state at this time
is 27 . Mos t of t he sµecies are cha r acte ri sti c of th e eastern
deciduous f o r est , r eaching the western l imits of their range in Iowa .
A few species are boreal affinities and several are characteristic
p r air i e plants . The greates t concentration of spec ies is f ound in the
northeaste r n co r ner o f the state ; the northwestern part of t he state
possesses the l o west numb e r of s pecies . Low winter temperatures with
little snow c ove r, and pe r iodic severe surnr.ie r droughts ap p ear to be
two major factors l imiti ng the number of species which grow in the
state .
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1 O.

AIEI'HOPI'ERIS LESQUEREAUXI IN IOWA COAL BALLS .
and J . T. Schabilion , Iowa City .

Mary Ann

Faul well*

Nwrerous specimens of Al ethopteris lesquereauxi Wagner (a seed f ern
f oliage) have recent l y been found i n coal ball s collected near
Lovilia , Iowa . The morphology of t hese l eaves was reveal ed by splitting coal ba lls a l ong bedding pl anes and t he i nternal anato1T1Y was
studied by use of ser ial acetat e peels . Cuti cl es of the l eaves were
fr eed by acid !113.cer ation and observed with a scanni ng electron
microscope . Alethopt eris lesquereauxi foliage characteri stically
has SIT13.ll pinnul es which exhibit xerophytic adaptations including :
str ongl y revol ute !113.rgins; a well-developed cuticle; prominent
hypoder!113.l layer; and a lower epidermis with sunken sto!Tl3., papillae,
and mult icellular hairs. This Iowa !113.terial will be corrpared with
previously reported petrified specilrens of A. lesguereauxi from
Kansas and with petrified material of fl. sullivanti Lesq.
11 .

TISSUE CULTURE OF ORCH I D LEAF TI PS .

Thoma s D. Hill son, Ame s.

The t ec hni que for cultu ri ng o r c hi d l ea f ti ps i n v i tro was deve l oped by
Chu r chil 1 , Bal 1 and Ard i tt i as a mea ns o f c l o na l · pr opa gat i o n o f
orchid s . The leaf t i ps may come from two sour ces: seedl i ng s gr own o n
ster il e med ium and immatur e l e a ves from gr eenhouse - gr own pla nts. The
use o f th e la t ter source r equi r es the sterili za t io n o f the leaf tips
before they a r e placed in the l iqu id medi um . Mod ificat i ons of the
cultu r e med i um have been test ed in o r der t o i mpr ove the or i ginal
med ium. Normally after t he l e a f ti ps ha ve be en i n c ultur e f or two
months pr otoco rm- like s tru ctures d e ve l op from the l e af tip s, but in
one enr iched med i um t hey d eveloped a f ter o nly o ne mon th. Attemp t s t o
determ i ne the r esponsibl e compou nd(s ) a r e und erway. The anatomy o f
these s t r uctur es has been examin ed a t variou s s ta ges of d eve l opment.

12 .

FURTHER SP ECUIATIONS ON THE ORIGIN OF AGGRESSIVE STRAINS OF
CERATOCYSTIS UI11I.
Harold S. McNabb, Jr., Ames.
The current outbreak of Dutch elm disease in Great Britain has been
attributed to the importation from North America of diseased elm logs
carrying the aggressive strain of~- ulmi. Brasier and Gibbs further
indicated the existence of two populations previously geographically
i s olated: "one aggressive, originating from within the North American
population, and probably responsible for the continued activity of
the disease on that continent; the other non-aggressive, representing
the residual population from the previous British epidemic, following
it s decline during the 1930's." The latter implication suggests that
both types were present in Europe in the 20's and 30's. Although
sketchy evidence is present for this belief, I believe greater
evidence suggests that the aggressive strains have developed solely
within North America since 1930 with Europe not having aggressive
strains until their introduction into Britain in the mid-60's. Such
evidence includes the lack of catastrophic, epidemic descriptions
that parallel present European situations; the two-wave nature of
disease incidence in eastern North America; the more resistant type
of twig anatomy in remaining white elms in eastern North America;
greater success in disease-eradication pruning in ea stern No rth
America; initial indications of area differences in strain ' population
ratios; and the differing occurrence of perithecia in nature. Such
evidence further suggests that the aggressive strains originated in
the middlewestern area of North America in the late 1940's.
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13.

PLANS FOR A BOTANICAL CENTER IN DES MOINES , IOWA.
Dorothy Baringer, Des Mo in es ·a nd Cliffo rd E. LaMott e , Ame s .
The Des Moines Botanical Center board has completed p la ns to build a
Botanical Center which includes an exhibit dome 150 feet in diameter.
A lobby , e xhibit hall viewing gallery and p lant prepa ration area ar e
p l a nn ed in a quarter radius segment adjacent to the dome . Class r oom
spaces will be available under the exhibit hall and in one of three
90 x 40 foot greenhouses.

14.

PHLOEM-XYLEM RELATIONSHIPS AND ASSOCIATED SCLERIFIED ELEMENTS IN VEIN
ENDINGS OF OCOTILLO LEAVES (FOUQUIERIA SPLENDENS). Nels R. Lersten
and Kathryn A. Carvey*, Ames.
This southwestern desert shrub has leaves unadapted to hot, dry
conditions. Following rain, a few innnature leaves in each lateral
bud expand and function for a short period, then abscise.
This cycle
is repeated after each rain. Leaves from plants in Arizona were
cleared, or sectioned, and examined for anatomical clues for increased
photosynthetic efficiency. A palisade layer occurs beneath both upper
and lower epidermis, reducing spongy mesophyll to a narrow middle
layer. The bundle sheath appears similar to adjacent mesophyll
parenchyma except when sheath cells become sclerified. This occurs
increasingly from about the middle, to the tip, nf the leaf.
Near the
tip, adjacent mesophyll cells also become sclerified, so the central
mesophyll is almost completely replaced by dead cells. These cells
have been called "water storage tracheids", but they mostly resemble
sclereids; there is only speculation as to their function.
Phloem
occupies a large volume in vascular bundles and stains intensely.
In minor veins, sieve tube members become slender and accompanying
phloem cells broader. Phloem mostly ends one or two cells before
the xylem; in a few veins phloem and xylem end together.
In vein
endings, phloem and xylem reverse position, a pattern reported in
only one other species.

15.

ARTIFICIAL INOCULATION TECHNI QUES AND SYMPTOM EXPRESSION IN DUTCH ELM
DISEASE.
Harold S. McNabb, Jr., Dal e F. Hindal *, John N. Gibbs *,
Clive M. Brasier*, and Hans M. Heybroek *, Ames , Iowa, Farnham,
Engla nd, and Wageningen, the Ne the rland s .
In t h e process o f conducting a three-country experi~e nt on the
r esistance of a number o f elm selec ti ons to isol a t es Ceratocystia
ulrni representing a wide geographical orig in, the effect of
inoculation technique on resulting disease symptom e xpression was
det e rmi ned in the plot at Ames, Iowa.
A Dutch selection of Ulrnu s
g labra and u. purni la (Ames seed source) were articicially inoculated
with 9 (5 aggressive) and 15 (9 aggress ive ) i so late s of c . ulrni
respectively.
Inoculation techniques were th e pin - prick method in
two -y ea r old twi gs (similar to the natural inoculation by e lm bark
beetl e f e eding) and the main branch or stem cut method.
Symptom
e xpression ratings were made 2 , 4, 6 , 8 and 12 weeks after inoculatio n
inoculation .
Symptoms develo p ed much more slowly over time using the
p in-prick technique in contrast to the main branch or stern cut method.

E

15. Aggressive isolates inoculated by the cut method caused fa ir sympt om
Cont. expression on the resistant~- pumil a , although recovery of the tre es
was appa r en t by the end o f the ~- On the susceptible~ - glabra,
the cut- method inoculated, agg r e s sive isolates caused almost compl e t e
death by season end while onl y modera te symptoms were presen t a t _t hi s
time on compa rabl e p in-prick inoculat ed trees . We suggest that in
fun ga l pa thog enici t y and host re s istance s tudi es , t he main br anch or
s tem cut method o f a rtif icia l inocul ation be used f o r optimum symptom
differ en tiation.

16 .

STUD IES ON THE CONTROL OF FLORAL BUD FORllATION BY STEM SEG~IENTS OF
WI SCONSI N #38 TOBACCO IN VITRO. Thomas D. Hillson and Clifford E.
LaMotte, Ames.
Studies of th e expressio n of the floral s t ate in tissu e cultur es of
tobacco have b ee n accomp li s hed by Ag hi on -Pra t and by Ward e ll and
Skoog. A number of fa ctors have b ee n shown to aff ec t th e f o rma t io n
of flor a l buds in vitro , but th e precise nat ur e of their interac ti ons
are difficul t tod edu ce from previous work . Th erefore, poss ihl e
interactions of phys iologi ca l age s t em segmen t s , da y len gth, and
auxin, cy tokinin and RNA base ana l og ue concentrations in the culture
medium have been t es t ed in l arge experime nt s and analyzed s tati s tically. Th e rol e of th ese f ac tor s and th ei r int e r ac tions in fl o r al
bud initiati on and developmen t wi ll be described.

17.

IDIOBLASTIC TRACHEIDS IN THE SHOOT OF PICKLEWEED (SALICORNIA
VIRGINICA; CHENOPODIACEAE). Nels R. Lersten and Curt Bender*, Ames.
Pickleweeds occur along most of the coastlines of the world , in salty
or brackish water, and also in some wet inland alkaline areas.
Species that have been examined anatomically are known to contain
large tracheid-like cells in the stem cortex and also in the tiny
scale leaves. There is controversy among published reports concerning
the size and abundance of these cells, and whether or not they are
attached to vascular bundles. We examined, by means of clearings and
paraffin sections, vegetative and flowering s hoots of~ - virgini ca
collected from three areas on the California and Washington coast.
Considerable variation in size and abundance of idioblastic tracheids
was found in samples from the three collection sites. The great
majority of these cells were not attached to vascular bundles,
neither were they located beneath stomata, as had been reported by an
earlier worker. Future work on any Salicornia species should inc lude
collection of samples from several locations at differenc times
during the growing season . It has been speculated that these cells
are involved in maintaining salt balance, but experimental evidence
for this is poor.
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18.

THE LIGULE OF SELAGINELLA: AN ANATOMICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL ENIGMA.
H. T . Horner, Jr. and Carolyn K. Beltz, Ames .
Ligules developing in axils of sporophylls and microphylls of
Selaginella pilifera, a heterophyllous species, have been examined by
light and electron microscopy . Their gross anatomy compares favorably
with previous light microscope r eports . Each ligule is initiated ea rl y
in sporo- and microphyll ontogeny and reaches full size prior to leaf
ma turity. The ligule develops into a hand-like structure with a ti p
represented by finger-like projections, a neck that appears like
appressed fingers, and a bulbous base that r ese mbles a swollen palm .
At the bottom of the bulbous base there are three specialized laye r s
of cells . The most distal laye r is made up of wedge-shaped vacuolate
cells, collectively called the glossipodium. The next two layers,
each consisting of flattened, partially vacuolate cells , are termed
the sheath. The common walls between the latter two layers contain
many distinct plasmodesmata while walls between the distal sheath
layer and glossopodium have many ingrowths greatly increasing the
surface area. They are comparable to walls of trans fe r cells. Ea ch
ligule is separated from a leaf vascular strand by one to se veral
large vacuolate mesophyll cells. Sporophyll ligule bulbous base cells
are not vacuolate, in contrast to neck, tip, glossopodial and shea th
cells, stain more intensely for RNA, and deposit a second irregular
wall interior to each primary wall that i s callose--like . A uniforml y
thi ck cuticle covers the entire ligule . The pe c uliar anatomical
features of the ligule and its rapid short-lived development
contradict themselves so that ligular function s till remain s an
enigma .

19.

'IWO COAL BALL FLORAS FROM IOWA . J . T. Schabilion , N. Brotzrmn , Iowa
City and Tom Phillips*, Urbana , Illinois .
Coal balls containing a cordaite - dominated flora have long been
known from central Iowa notably from mines near What Cheer , Des
MJines , and Oskaloosa. Such coal balls characteris tically contain
an asserrblage including the cordaitean ovules Nucellangium glabrum,
Mitrospermum leeanum, I'.!· florini, Cardiocarpus magnicellularis , and
f . spinatus . Other significant taxa present include Lepidodendron
vasculare and Conostoma ~germanicum. Comparison of these taxa
with those described from Lewis Creek, Kentucky and European
Westphalian A- B coal balls suggests this Iowa Flora is only s l ightly
younger (probably equivalent to lower middle Pennsylvanian) . Recent
extens ive collections of coal balls from the Weldon strip mine,
located 2 miles east of Lovilia in southcentral Iowa, contain a
distinctly different flora dominated by lycopods and containing only
two cordaitean ovules: Cardiocarpus spinatus and f . oviformis.
Other significant taxa present include siphonostelic specirrens of
Botryopteris tridentata and abundant specimens of Zygopteris
illinoisensis. Comparison of this assemblage with those known from
various horizons i n Illinois and Kansas shows a close correlation
with the Bevier Coal of Kansas and the Sunmun (#4) Coal of Illinois .
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Cell Biolo~y
l.

LEAF INITIATION IN THE EMBRYOS OF GERMINATING JACK PINE SEEDS.
Ro bert A. Cecich, Rhineland er , Wisconsin
Embryo shoot apices of germinating jack pine seeds (Pinus banksiana
lamb . ) were studied during the first several days to describe
certain events preceding the appearance of the first leaves at 72
hours. Cytophotometric measurements of DNA, RNA, and proteins were
made at 12 hour intervals from Oto 36 hours and at 4 hour interval s
from 36 to 84 hours.
DNA synthesis began at 44 hours and continued
to 64 hours, after which a proliferation of mitose s resulted in a
non-significant reduction in DNA quantity.
RNA content almost
doubled from Oto 52 hours and then declined to 84 hours.
Prot eins
remained constant from Oto 36 hours, followed by a significant drop
at 40 hours with little change thereafter. EM observations showed
that protein bodies were being digested at 48 hours and probably
contributed to the reduction at 40 hours.
The nuclei are euchromatic
until about 72 hour s and then start to show het eroc hromatic clumping
which increases with time.
Lipid bodies do not seem to be degraded
during the first 72 hours . Starch per plastid decreases from 48 to
72 hour s, while the number of Golgi bodies increases. The granular
ER generally appears as smal l stacks until 65 ho ur s, but becomes
tubular by 72 hours, indicating a change in metabolism.
SEM
observations show that the first l e aves appear at about 72 hours
on the lower flanks of the shoot apex, between adjacent cotyledons.

2.

CALCIUM KNOT FORMATION AND DEPOSITION TO THE PERIDIUM IN THE
MYXOMYCETE PHYSARELLA OBLONGA. Donald B. Bechtel and Harry T. Horner,
Jr., Ames.
The order Physarales is divided into two families on the basis that
mature sporangia possess amorphous ca lcium (Physaraceae, in which P .
oblonga is a member) or crystalline calcium (Didymiaceae). An
integrated developmental study was conducted on.!'._ . oblonga (yellow
form) to determine the sequence of calcium knot formation and
deposition to the peridium and to establish the nature of the calcium
compound . Various t echniques were employed, including:
light
microscopy (LM) on squashes, paraffin and plastic sections; LM
histochemistry; polarization; x-ray energy dispersive analysis (EDAX);
and scanning and transmission electron microscopy .
Calcium knots
were formed prior to capillitial tube development, and were
surrounded by capillitial material at the time the capillitia were
produced .
Calcium knots formed by fusion of small vacuoles,
containing one to several calcium spheres. As calcium knots
developed within the sporangium, comparable deposition occurred to
the peridium.
Individual calcium crystals averaged 0.5-1 µmin
diameter, and each sphere was birefringent in polarized light .
Intact
calcium knots dissolved in a variety of dilute acids with evolution
of gas and the knots we re not preserved by normal fixation techniques.
Paraffin sections of unfixed mature sporangia gave positive results
with a modified van Kossa's technique . EDAX results on air-dried
mature sporangia provided positive localization of calcium associated
with both knots and peridium.
Present data supports the view that
the calcium spheres are not amorphous lime, but rather crystalline
calcium carb.ona.te .•
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3.

THE EFFECT OF BACILLUS SUBTILIS ON GROWTH OF PHYTOPHTHORA MEGASPERMA
VAR. SOJAE. J, M. Dunleavy, Ames.
Soybean and lima bean seeds are commonly used to promote good
growth of Phytophthora in media. Bacillus subtilis was consistantly
isolated from these seeds. Phytophthora megasperma var. sojae was
cultured on solid media that was autoclaved after B. subtilis was
grown in the same media as a liquid for O (control), 6, 12, 24, and
48 hr. The mean diameter of fungus colonies of the 12, 24, and 48 hr
treatments was more than three times that of the control. Mycelial
mats that grew on these same media were about 25 times heavier and
transmitted 38% less light than mats grown on the control medium.
Growth of the bacterium in the media promoted coarse, frequentlybranched hyphae and more aerial mycelium. P. megasperma var. sojae
was stimulated by the growth of B. subtilis cells in the media and
fungus lateral growth was stimulated by proximity of bacterial growth .
High lipase activity was exhibited by six of eight isolates of B.
subtilis tested.

4.

EFFECTS OF INORGANIC MERCURY ON BLUE-GREEN AI.GAE.
J. J. O'Toole, and Ruth B. Wildman, Ames

R.R. Walterst

The cytological and physiological effects of exposing two species of
blue-green algae, Nostoc muscorum and Anacystis nidulans, to various
concentrations of inorganic mercury were studied over a 12-day period .
Concentrations of mercuric ion (Hg++) ~1 mg/1 were lethal to these
species in culture medium. Concentrations 2 0.1 mg Hg++/1 sharply
reduced growth and photosynthesis as measured by packed cell volume
and in vivo absorption of photosynthetic pigments, respectively.
These effects were essentially irreversible. When concentrations of
mercuric chloride were increased from 0.01 to 1.0 mg Hg*/1, the
following sequence of aberrations was observed by electron microscopy
in filamentous~. muscorum: aggregation of membranes, disruption of
thylakoid integrity, and disappearance of ribosomes and filaments
of DNA. Levels of uptake and concentration of inorganic mercury by
these species are under study using radioactive mercuric nitrate
[197Hg(N03)2]· The cytological aberrations observed in this study
are compatible with the physiological effects of decreased rates of
photosynthesis and growth resulting from exposure to Hg-++.

5.

NITROGEN EXCRETORY PRODUCTS OF ACANTHAMOEBA CASTELLANII
Warren Dolphin and Susan Payden*, Ames
Cultures of Acanthamoeba castellanii (Neff's strain I-12) were grown
axenically on Neff's Optimal Growth Medium (OGM) or Adams' Defined
Medium #2 (DM2) with 100 rrM glucose as a carbon source. After
population growth had ceased, the spent culture medium was examined
for nitrogen excretory products. Amoeba grown in OGM excreted
ammonia and hypoxanthine into the culture at rates of 2.6 x 10- 14
moles NH3 /amoeba/hour and 1.6 x 10- 14 moles of hypoxanthine/amoeba/
hour. Pyridine excretion by amoebae under these conditions is
currently being studied and a uracil-like compound may be excreted.
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When amoebae were grown in DMz, no hypoxanthine or amino acids were

Cont. excreted and the only identifiable excretory product was ammonia
which was produced at a rate of 2 . 7 x 10- 14 moles/amoeba/hour. If
the DMz was modified by the addition of the purines, adenine and
guanine, hypoxanthine was produced as an excretory product. OGM
contains Proteose Peptone and yeast extract and hypoxanthine production can be explained on the basis of the normal purine content
of these crude digests.
Preliminary studies of the enzymes involved
in purine metabolism indicate that Acanthamoeba contains uricase and
no xanthine oxidase. Demonstration of adenase and guanase is
ambiguous at this writing.
In old cultures of Acanthamoeba
(ca . 6 months) small needle-like crystals are often observed. What
relation these have to nitrogen metabolism is yet to be determined
though it should be noted other species of amoebae produce crystals
of carbamyl diurea .

6.

CILIARY BASAL BODY FORMATION IN TETRAHYMENA
Darryll Outka, Ames
Ultrastructural studies of thin-sectioned and isolated basal bodies
in the ciliate Tetrahymena pyrifomis show a standard developmental
sequence in which the daughter probasal body arises at right angles
to the parent basal body , then tilts upwards as its length increases
until it contacts the pellicle . Precursor material from the parent
appears to be fed into the probasal body, with the entire sequence
precisely spatially determined .
It has now been possible to isolate
basal bodies and associated cortical elements such that successful
chemical studies of the various components appear feasible.
Our
current view is that basal body morphogenesis is a semi-autonomous
generative process which is only indirectly related to infomation
supplied by nucleic acids.

7.

STERO IDOGENIC PROPERTIES OF ISOLATED RABBIT OVARIAN INTERSTITIAL
CELL MITOCHONDRIA. Asa C. Black, Jr ., The University of Iowa, Iowa
City, Iowa, 52242, and G. Rodman Davenport *, Vand e rb il t University,
Nashville, Tenn., 37232 .
We have demonstrated that a purified rabbit o varian interstitial cell

mitochondrial fraction conta ins a 38-hydr oxysteroid dehydrogenase.
Si nce this enzyme has been p r e viously loca li zed by o th ers to the
smooth endoplasmic reti c ulum (microsomal fraction), either the
mitochondrial fraction ~as contaminated with s mooth endop lasmi c
reticulum, or a 38-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase was also present in
the mitochondria. Subfractionation of the mitocho ndri al fraction
using the NAD+ de p enden t isocitrate dehydrogenase as a mitochondrial
"mark e r" showed 'a pattern consistent with the presence of a mitoc hondrial 38-hydroxysteroid d ehydrogenase . Only slight p urifi c ation of
the mitochondrial fraction from the d e hydrogenas e was obtained by
repeatedly washing th e mitochondrial fraction, whi c h was s hown by
electron microscopic e xamination to be free from any gross contamination with smoo th e ndoplasmic reticulum . These results point to the
existence of a mitochondrial 38 -hydro x ysteroid dehydrogenase , in
addition to the classic microsomal enzyme . Preliminary results
indi c ate that cyc li c AMP may inhi bit the dehydrogenas e during
incubation in vitro of t he isolated mitochondria l fra c tion.
(Suppo rted in part by U.S.P.H.S. GM-4 9828 Predoc t ora l Grant and by
U. S . P .H. S . Anatomical Training Gran t s 2-T I - GM- 85 - 09 and
5- TO l-HD-00 090 -0 6).
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8.

SUBCELLULAR LOCALI ZATI ON OF STEROIDOGENI C ENZYMES IN RABBIT OVARIAN
INTERSTITIAL CELLS . Asa C. Bla ck, Jr ., The University of Iowa ,
Iowa City , Iowa 52242 and G. Rodman Davenpo rt*, Vanderbilt Uni versi t y , Nashvill e , Te nn . 37232 .
The subce llular distribution of steroidogenic enzymes in ovarian
inte rstitial ce lls o f " est r ous " (non- pseudopregnant) New Zea land
White rabbits wa s de t e r mined . Ovari es were isolated after laparotomy , homogenized in 0 . 25 M. sucrose buffer , and subjected t o
dif fe r enti a l centri fugation . The dehydrogenase enzymes were mea s ured fluorome tr ica lly by de t ermining the production of NADH or
NADPH (de pe nd i ng on the cofactor required for the particular
r eac tion) . Th e cho l este r ol sidechain - c leaving e nzyme activity
wa s me asured by t he pr oduction of pregnenolone and progesterone
from c ho l esterol (purif ied t hrough the dibromide) in an in vitro
i ncub ati on system . Pr egnenolone a nd pr ogesterone were quant i t ated
by pr epar a tion of t he ir 2 , 4- dinitrophenylhydr azine de r i va t ives .
The chol e ste r o l sidechain- cleavi ng enzyme system activity was mitochondrial i n l ocal izat ion, wh i l e the 17 6- hydroxys t e r oid dehydroge na s e a nd 20a -hydroxyste r o i d dehydrog~nase were present in the
"soluble " (S 3 ) f r ac t ion . The 36- hydro xysteroid dehydr ogenase ,
howe ver, was pres e nt i n bo t h t he mitochondrial a nd microsomal
fra c ti ons.
(Suppor ted i n part by U. S . P . H. S. GM- 49828 Predoc t oral
Grant a nd by U.S . P . H. S . Anatomi cal Training Grants 2- TI-GM- 85- 09
and 5- TOl- HD-00090 - 06 ).

9.

CHANGES IN FORMALDEHYDE INDUCED FLUORES CEN CE PATTERNS IN THE HYPOTHALAMUS AFTER SMALL ELECTROLYTIC LESIONS. R. J . Ko nko P , L.
Vanorden, R. C. Bhalla and T. H. Williams ''' , Iowa Ci t y , Iowa
Previous workers (Katzman et al. 1973) hav e studied reaction s of
catecholamine containing neurons in the CNS after s e ve rance of their
axons, and found evidence for sprouting. We have s hown that a significant reduction in brain-stem norepine phrin e aft e r lesion s in
the medial basal hypothalamus of the rat did not r emain con s tant,
but seemed to recover and reach the control va lu es by postoperative
day 27 approximately. Now the que st io ns arise s co ncerni ng the
mechanism producing this recovery in norepin e phrine level s . The
present investigation was designed to obtain s ome direct mo rphological evidence for the hypothe s is that the neurochemica l recover y
is ~ssociated with sprouting us ing fluorescence hi s tochemi s t r y.
In the earliest stage observed after lesi on ing (da ys 2-5) there
was actually an increase in fluor e scence cl os e t o t he lateral
edge of the lesion. This phenomenom wa s tenta t iv e ly attributed
to the damming-back of constituents of a large fluore s cent nerve
bundle that courses from the lat e ral hy po t halamic area.
It is not
improbable that the s wollen axon s afte rwa r ds degenerate, but we
still do not have definition of the appearances immediately
following the stage of swelling. However, the long-time survival
appearances (approximately 200 days) hav e been observed, and the
reappearance of many ap~arently no rmal catecho l am ine obtaining
nerve processes is particularly interes t i ng. Alt ho ug h a s ·yet the
fate of the swollen processes has not been clarifi ed, it a ppears
reasonable to attribute the re s toration of normal flu o r es c e nce
appearances to a sprouting of cell s in thi s area .
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A COMPARISON OF THE TITRIMETRIC, SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC, AND CONDUCTOMETRIC METHODS OF FOLLOWING THE KINETICS OF THE REACTION OF 2,4-DINITROCHLOROBENZENE WITH PIPERIDINE .
F. Emmitt Jacob and Larry Youngberg*
The kinetics of the reaction of piperidine with 2,4-dinitrochlorob e nzen e (0.02 Mand 0.03 Min 95% ethanol) at 25 and 0°C was
fo _ lowed by the titrimetric and spectrophotometric methods by
quenching aliquots of the reaction mixture at various time intervals
The conductometric method was employed by continuously monitoring
the conductance of the reaction mixture.
The feasibility of following the kinetics by continuously monitoring the transmittance of the
reaction mixture in a constant temperature cell was also studied.
This method was found unsuitable at the 0.02 Mand 0 . 03 M concentrations. At 25° the titrimetric method gave an average second
order rate constant of 1 .073 liter/mole min. The spectrophotometric
and conductometric methods gave average rate constants of 1.203 and
1.589 respectively. The spectrophotometric method was judged
unacceptable because of poor precision . The erro r s inherent in each
of the methods is also discussed.

2.

WATER CONTAMINATION FROM FLEXIBLE TUBES
M. J. Avery, R. Vick,* G. A. Junk and H. J. Svec, Ames.
Flexible tubes, commonly used to transport water and aqueous solutions
can cause considerable contamination . Tests were made using polyethylene, polypropylene, black latex, plastic garden hos e, and six
different formulations of tygon. The water passed through th ese tub es
was shown to contain from ~1 to 8000 parts per billion by weight (ppb)
of various organic contaminants. The most common components leached
from the tubes were industrial plasticizers . The implication of these
results regarding the use of "plastic" tubes will be discussed.

3.

COMPARATIVE MASS SPECTROMETRY OF W(C0) 6 AND \'l(C0) 5CS
G. D. Michels,* G. D. Flesch and H. J. Svec
The mass spectra and ionization potentials of W(C0) 6 and W(C0)5CS
have been measured, along with the appearance potentia ls of the
observed positive ions. These data are used to calculate heats of
formation of l'l(C0) 5cs and the gaseous fragment ions, CO and CS bond
dissociation energies in the molecular and fragment ions, and the
relative strengths of the W-CS and W-CO bonds. The results indicate
that the hexacarbonyl is more stable than the thi ocarbonyl' and that
th e W-CS bond is stronger than the W-CO bond. This relative bond
strength is r eflected in the SO eV positive ion spectrum of W(C0)5CS,
wherein 95% of the ions contain the CS ligand.
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BACK.SCRATCH BONDING AND TliJ,; SELF-ASSOCIATION Or' BENZYL AND
PHENETH YL ALCOHOLS. P. E, Rider and A, Perilla- Diai:, Cedar Falls ,
Iowa.
The presence of a phenyl ring in an alcohol molec ule pr ovides for
the possibility of hydrogen-bonding between the ring, acting as a
base, and the hydroxyl proton. This phenomenon has been reported
for a number of unsatura ted alcohols with the pi system being a
f a irly weak base , The infra red spectra of benzyl and phene thyl
al cohols for the OH overtone stretching f r eque nc y exhi bits a
doublet that can be attribu ted to two forms of monomers, One has
the proton bonded to the ring and the other ha s a non-bonded
proton. Using near-infrared spec trosco py, we ha ve studied the
as s ociation of these a l cohols with the results s u 5 gesting that
over a modera te range of concentrations of alcohol in cc1 4 the
a lcohols exist a s a free monomer, a "backs cratc hing" intramol ecularly-bo nded monomer, and a dimer held to gethe r by OH---n
hydrogen bonds.

5.

KINETICS OF THE OXIDATION OF NITROUS ACID BY Np(VI). Theresa
~ontaq, Clarke Colleqe, Dubuque, and James C. Sullivan*, Arqonne
National Laboratory.
For the reaction 2Nno 2+2 + HN02 + H20 = 2No02+ + N03- + 3 H+
the empirical form of the rate law in a oerchloric acid-lithium
perchlorate solution is -d [HN02]/dt = k' (Np(VI)] (HN02] where
k' = k1 + k2/[H+]. At 25"C. andf4= .98, k1 = 2.01 ± .45 (st.dev.)
and k2 = 1.56 ± .07 )st.dev.). An ionic strength study showed
little chanqe in the rate constant as the ionic strength changed.
Stopped flow spectroohotometric methods were utilized in this
study. The spectra showed no evidence of a reaction intermediate.

1.4
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THE USE O F BISMUTH (III) SALTS AS CATALYSTS F0 R ARO MATIC
BROMINATION
Terry A. Potter* and Peter P. Wickham, Cedar Rapids
Since bismuth (III) salts are known to function as Lewis acids
under some reaction conditions, the ability of different bismuth
(III) salts t o catalyze aromatic bromination was studied with the
substrates benzene, toluene and anisole . The salts appear to
be weak catalysts for this reason. Variations in yield but not
in isomer distribution were observed in bromination of toluene
using different bismuth (III) salts.

2.

AN OXIDATION O F A KETO NE WITH A BISMUTH (V) SPECIES
Gary E. Lord* and Peter P. Wickham, Cedar Rapids
Aldehydes and ketones have previously been described as resistant
to oxidation by bismuth (V) species such as sodium bismuthate,
NaBi03. Reaction of cyclohexanone with a nitric acid suspension
of sodium bismuthate at low temp e ratures resulted in partial oxidation of this ketone. Structure of the products and speculations
on a possible mechanism leading to their formation will be presented.

3.

TESTS FOR CHEMICAL SHIFT EQUIVALENCE AND MAGNETIC EQUIVALENCE IN NMR
SPECTROSCOPY. Addison Ault,* Mount Vernon.
In NMR spectroscopy it is necessary to be able to tell when magnetically active nuclei may be expected to have exactly the same chemical
shift . Similarly, it is necessary to be able to tell when coupling
constants between magnetically active nuclei at two different chemical
shifts may be expected to be exactly the same . The question of chemical shift equivalence depends upon the first distinction, and the
quest~on of ma~netic equivalence depends upon the second. The purpose
of this paper 1s to present a straightforward procedure by which thesP.
decisions can be made.

4.

PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES OF THE 2,4-DINITROPHENYLHYDRAZINE
DERIVATI VE S OF OVARIAN HORMONAL STEROIDS. Asa C . Black, Jr ., The
University of Iowa, Iowa City , Iowa, 52242 , and G. Rodman Davenport*,
Vanderbilt University , Nashv ill e , Tenn., 37232 .
Th e 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (2 ,4- DNP) derivatives of androstenedione, dehydroepiandrosterone , Sa-dihydrotestosterone , epiandrosterone , estrone , 17a - hydroxypregneno lone, 20 a -hydroxy-4-pregnen3-one , 17a-hydroxyprogesterone, pregnenolone , progesterone, and
testosterone were prepared by allowing the steroid to react overnight with a solution of 2,4-DNP in absolute ethanol in the presence
of trace amounts of cone. HCl. The 2 ,4-DNP derivatives were separ ated by column chromatography on Sephade x LH-2O and by thin-layer
chromatography. The chemical structure and spectral properties (in
CHC1 3 ) of the 2,4-DNP derivatives were determined and correlated.
Compounds with carbonyl groups form 2 ,4-DNP derivatives which have
absorption maxima in the range from 364 to 366 nm. , regardless of
whether the carbonyl group is located in the 3-, 17- , or 20-position.
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These deri va tives are yellow i n color. Compounds whi ch have an
a , S-uns a turated carbonyl group form de rivatives which have an
absorption maximum at 390 nm, and whi c h are red. Compounds which
have both types of group form bis-(2,4-DNP) derivatives which have
absorption maxima in the rang e from 374 to 380 nm, and are orange
in color. These differences are primarily attributable to the p resence or absence of conjugation between th e nuclear double bond
and the 2,4-DNP moiety.
(Supported in part by U.S.P.H . S . GM49828 Predoctoral Grant and by U. S .P.H. S . Anatomical Training Grant s
2- TI -GM-85- 09 and 5-TOl-HD-00090- 06 ).

6.

ELECTROCHEMICAL REDUCTION OF S-KETOESTERS: THE TAFEL
REARRANGEMENT . S. Waw zonek and Judith E. Durham,*
Iowa City.
The mechanism of the electrochemical reduction of a alkyl-S-ketoesters to sa turated straight-chained
hydrocarbons (the Tafel Rearrangement) has been
investigat e d . The reduction of ethyl a-n-butylacetoacetate at a lead cathode in sulfuric acid/ethanol/water
solution gave n-octane and 3-octanone along with
approximately 18 other components. The presence of
2,3-octanedione and th e corresponding a-h ydroxy ketones
was indicated by t he spectra. The reduction is
considered to proceed through a hydroxycyclopropanone
intermediate which und e rgoes a reverse aldol condensation to form 2,3-octanedione; this compound is then
further reduced to 3-octanone and other products .
Attempts are being made to trap the hydroxycyclopropanone intermediat e and the use of the Tafel
Rearrangement in the preparation of cyclic a-diketones
from S-ketoesters is also being investigated . The
reduction of 2-carbethoxycyclohexanone and 2,5-dicarbethoxycyclohexane-1 ,4 -dione is being carried out in
the hopes of obtaining cycloheptane-1 , 2-d ione and
cyclooctane-1,2,5,6-tetraone, respectively.

7.

THE PUTATIVE 1,2,4-TRIPHENYLBENZENE .
Iowa City .

J . K. Stille and R. G. Nelb* ,

The reaction of 3 , 4-diphenylthiophene-1, 1-dioxide with pheny lacetylenE
has previously been reported to afford 1 , 2 , 4- triphenylbenzene (I) .
However , when this reaction was carried out in toluene, the product
isolated was l, 2 ,4-triphenylbicyclo[ 2 . 2 . 0 ]hexa-2 , 5- diene (II) . The
structural determination of II was accomplished using 100 MHz pmr wd
13c pft - nmr , and by comparison with an authentic sample of I synthesized by the cyclotrimerization of ph enylacetylene . In addition , II
forms a 1:1 adduct with tetracyanoethylene , reacts with hydrogen , and
rapidly decolorizes a bromine solution .

II
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PREPARATION AND REACTIONS OF TWO CYCLOOCTENYL COMPLEXES OF PALLADIUM(II). J. K. Stille and D. E. James*, Iowa City.
The reaction ~f dichloro(l,5-cyclooctadiene)palladium(II) (1) with
water in the presence of a weak base afforded di-µ-chlorobis(l-hydroxy-4-cyclooctene-8o, 4n)dipalladium(II) (2). The base catalyzed
carbonylation of 2 in water yielded trans-2-hydroxy-5-cyclooctenecarboxylic acid, S-lactone (3) while the analogous reaction in methanol
gave trans-methyl 2-hydroxy-5-cyclooctenecarboxylate (4).

Reaction of 1,5-cyclooctadiene, water, and palladium(II) chloride
afforded 4-cyclooctenone (6) and the hydropalladation adduct, di-µchlorobis(4-cyclooctene-lo, 4n)dipalladium(II) (5 ) . Methyl 4-cyclooctenecarboxylate was obtained from the carbonylation of 5 in methanol.

+
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THE EFFECT OF RED ROCK RESERVOIR AND THE CITY OF DES MOINES ON THE
MACROINVERTEBRATE COMMUNITY OF THE DES MOINES RIVER.
Wayne B. Merkley, Des Moines
The Army Corps of Engineers is in the final stages o f a three p ha se
flood control project on the Des Moines Rive r. When it is comp l eted ,
the project will consist of two large ma i n stream dam s on either side
of the City of Des Moines. Among the efforts t o assess the ecological impact of this arrangeme nt is an eva l uation of the ma c roinvertebrate community.
This evaluation incl udes: 1 ) an e xamination
of the structure of the community, 2) biomass and p roduc tiv i ty esti mates, and 3) species richness (d) and redundancy (R). Benthic
samples were taken from stations above and below the city and the
reservoir using a float device from which were s uspended barbeque
baskets containing 10 concrete spheres. The samples were taken
monthly in such a way as to prevent l oss of o rganism s fr om th e
spheres. Comparisons of the stations below the r ese rvoir with those
above showed the foll owing differences : 1) a decrease in the number
of taxa (from an averag e of 13 taxa above to 6 below ), 2) a decrease
in the number of specimens (from an average o f 7,37 0/m2 to 3 ,7 90/m 2 ) ,
3) a change in the predominant taxa from a caddisfl y - ma yfly -dipter a~
assemblage above to an almost c omplete caddisfly predo minance below
the reservoir, 4) a rewarkably s table annual p r oduct i on estimate
(261 g/m 2/yr above and 256 g / m2/yr b e low), and 5) a drop in the
averaged value from 2.13 above to 1.39 belo w the reservoi r. Collectively the data suggest that there is a gradual d e gradation o f the
water quality as it moves to and through the metropo litan area and
that the reservoir affects the downstream station such that the
stream reacts as though it had been expos e d to moderate o r ga ni c
enrichment.

2.

PRELIMINARY STUDIES ON THE ECOLOGY OF BIG LAKE OF POOL 9,
MISSISSIPPI RIVER. James W. Eckblad, Deco r ah.
Studies were begun during 1973 on the 940 acre backwa ter habitat
known as Big Lake. At normal pool level the mean dep th o f Big Lake
is 2.5 feet, and there i s evidence of a very rapid sedimenta tion
rate. The benthic fauna {dominated by Hexag en ia and Sphaerium)had
mean population estimates of 3254 per squar e met e r , and mean dry
weight biomass estimates of 46 . 8 gra ms per square mete r . Plankton
estimates average over 73,0 00 per liter.
This productive habitat
is one of the most popular fishing and hunting spo t s in the entir e
200,000 acre Upper Mississippi Wildlife and Fish Refuge .

3.

A RAPID BIOASSAY FOR AQUATIC POLLUTION, USING PROTOZOA .
Eugene C. Bovee and Barton L. Bergquist,* Lawrence, Kan sas .
To assess the effects of and amount of a pollutant in water we have
developed a rapid bioassay, using strob o scop ic photomicrogra phy ,
which can reveal the presence of as little as 1 ppm of pollutant ,
e.g., a heavy metal, using Tetrahymena pyriformis as t he test or ganism, or as little as 5 ppb, using Paramecium caudatum . The
method involves monitoring the slowing of the swimming rate during
al½ hour period, or less, in the water to be te sted . The ap pa ratus
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3. requi r ed includes only a compound mi cr oscope and lamp, a s trob oCo n t. scopic disc attached to a calibrated s tirrin g mo tor an d a 35 mm
camera mount ed at the ocular of th e mi c r os cope . In cluding t he development and analys i s of the film, the assay requi r es les s t han 4
hou r s , at mi nima l expens e . (Suppo r ted by Kan s as Wa t er Re sour ces
Accoun t #4634-705. )

4.

ACCUMUI.ATION OF CHLORINATED HYDROCARBONS BY BLUE-GREEN AI.GAE .

C. W. Schauberger* and Ruth B. Wi ldman, Ame s
The ability of blue-green algae to concentrate ch lorinated hyd rocarbon pesticides wa s te sted by gr owing thr ee s pecie s , Anabaena
cylindrica, Anacys tis n i dula ns, and Nos t oc muscorum, i n the presence
of aldrin, dieldrin, or DDT a t pestic i de levels of 1 µg/ 1 ( 1 ppb).
After one week, the algae were harve s ted b y ce nt ri f ugat i on, lyophilized, and extracted wi th nanograde solve nt s. The cu lture medi~
and the extracts were anal yzed f or pes t icide by ga s chromatog raphy
using commerc i al standards fo r re f erence. Th i n-layer chromatog raphy
was employed for con firmat i onal anal ys is. The conce ntra t ions of
aldrin extracted from~- n i du lan s a nd~ - cyl i ndrica exceeded
900 µg/1 . No aldrin or dieldrin wa s det ecte d in th e spen t me d ium ,
N. mu scorum converted all the aldr i n to d i eldrin which was detected
it a concentration of 920 µg / 1. Trace s ( ..C:::0. 1 ug/ 1) o f al dr i n and
dieldrin were detected in the medium. Mor e spec i e s varia t i on was
f ound in the accumu lation of dieldr in f rom s olu tion. Avera ges f or
f inal concentrations of d i eldrin in e xt rac t ed algae were: A.
cylindrica, 201 µg/ 1 ; ~- n idulan s , 504 µg/ 1 ; B· muscorum, 1~848 µg/ 1.
The presence of 1 µg / 1 o f pe s t icide i n the cu lture medium did not
app r eciably alter gr owt h as det ermined by packed cell volume, dry
weigh t , a nd absorp tion of pho t os ynthet i c pigme nt s. Al t hough
adsorptio n on the muc i lag i nous sheath ma y be a ma j or f ac to r i n
accumulation of pest icide s by b l ue- green a lgae, some me t abo l ic in vo l vemen t is evide nt in the conve r sion of a l dr in to d i eldr i n by
B· muscorum.
5.

SOURCES OF PLANT NUTRI ENTS I N THE IOWA GREAT LAKES .
Roger II'. Bachmann and John R. Jon es, Am es
Fo r· a per i od of 30 mon t hs , measur ement s wer e made of the amount s of
phosphorus and nitro gen carr ied int o th e I owa Great La kes by t ribut a ry
s treams and rainfa ll. Nutri ent bud ge t s were det ermined for each of
th e la kes . A land-us e i nvent ory wa s mad e of th e wa t ersh eds of each of
the tribut ary s t r e ams t hat wer e s ampl ed . This inc luded the p ercenta ges of th e waters heds t ha t wer e us ed fo r row crops, pas tur e s,
mars he s , woodland s , and urban us es a s well a s th e numbers of animal
uni t s . A ·mul t iple r eg r e s s ion analys i s was used to de t ermin e which
l and us es were assoc ia t ed with vari a tions i n th e amount s of phosphor us
and ni t r ogen c arried i n the stream wat ers .

6.

ALGAL RESPONS E TO NUTRIENT INPU TS I N THE I OWA GREAT LAKES
John R . J ones and Roge r W. Bachmann, Ames
The hypothesis that the annual input of plant nu t rients
is a major factor in determini ng the summer standing
crop of plankton algae was t e s t ed on the I0wa Great Lakes
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6. in the following manner. The nutrient input was taken as
Cont. the total amount of phosphorus and inorganic nitrogen
entering the lakes in 1971, 1972, and 1973, divided by
the lake volume to yield a potential concentration. This
potential concentration was related to the summer standing algal crop as estimated by chlorophyll a pigment.
A highly significant relationship was found-when the
mean July-August chlorophyll values from each lake were
regressed on the potential phosphorus concentrations .
'l'he year of greatest phosphorus input was the year of
highest algal biomass. For Lake West Okoboji, the change
in hypolimnetic oxygen deficit in the past 50 years is
used to estimate the increase in algal production.

7.

FOOD HABITS, GROWI'H, AND DISTRIBUTION OF LARVAL WALLEYE , STI ZOSTEDION
VITREUM VITREUM (MITCHILL), IN CLEAR LAKE , I CJ.-IA . Vernon Spykerman *
and Ross 'v. Bulkley;_ Alnes.
Larval walleye were coll ected in Clear Lake, Iowa during May and
June, 1972 to determine their food habits, growth, and distribution
while in the pelagic stage. Larvae were pelagic until early June and
then moved into littoral areas of the lake. During the pelagic stage ,
larvae exhibited vertical movement to the surface at night and to
'
deeper zones during the day. Mean total length of larvae was 9. 0 mm
on May 13 and 32.6 llllll on June 8, 1972. Feeding commenced when the
larvae reached 9 mm in length. Cladocera and Copepoda comprised
94.f;,% of the total number of food organisms consumed by 444 larvae
during May and June.. Dominant food organisms within the Copepoda
were Cyclops and Diaptanus, Daphnia was the predominant Cladocera
and individual food organism consumed. Electivity indices showed
that the larvae positively selected Cyclops and Diaptomus but
selected Daphnia in proportion to its abundance. Mean lengths of
Daphnia and Cyclops in larvae stomachs were consistently larger than
mean lengths of these organisms in plankton samples suggesting size
selection in feeding.

8 . GROWTH OF LAB.GEMOUTH BASS IN THREE IOWA MAN-MADE LAKES
Larry Mitzner, Chariton
Growth rates of largemouth bass at Red Haw Lake, Green Valley Lake,
and Allerton Reservoir were estimated in 1971 and 1972. Each
impoundment was selected with regard to physical, c hemical and
biological characteristics similar to three distinct man-made lake
types in Iowa. Total length of largemouth bass at the end of three
years of life was 269 mm at Red Haw, 276 mm at Allerton and 288 mm
at Green Valley. After six years of life lengths at Red Haw, Green
Valley, and Allerton were 449 rran, 441 rran and 420 mm. Length-weight
regressions were determined yearly for each population. Condition
factor, K, varied from 1.23 at Red Haw in 1971 to 1.58 at Gr een
Valley in 1971.
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9.

WHITE-TAILED DEER MOVEMENT AT PILOT KNOB STATE PARK, IOWA.
Michael D. Zagata, Orono and Arnold 0. Haugen, Ames
Range and movement of 12 marked deer (Odocoileus virginianus) were
studied at Pilot Knob State Park and surrounding lands from December
1969 through May 1972. Deer were either trapped in a "Stephensont ype" box trap or immobilized with nicctine salicylate. Once captured, deer were marked with a numbered tag, colored polyvinyl
streamers, a color-coded collar and a radio-transmitter supplied by
Markusen or Davidson electronic companies. Winter ranges of all
marked deer included timber insid e and outside the park and cropland
outside the park. Deer genera lly bedded in timber during daylight
and fed or bedded in croplands at night. Hean range of all marked
deer was 283 acres. Range size v aried from 49 to 1129 acres. Mean
known minimum daily movement (round trip) was 1.2 miles. Daily
movement varied from 0.6 to 1.8 miles. Variables, tested by regression analysis for their unique effect on home range size, major
axis length and known minimum daily movement, were: period, a ge,
period by age interaction, sex, and age by sex interaction. There
were no significant effects on range size or axis length at the 0.05
level. Period, period by ag e , sex, and a ge by sex interaction did
affect minimum daily movement. There was evidence of i rm,1igra tion,
emigration and migration for deer wintering in the park.

10 .

PREHISTORIC FISHING IN WESTER N IOWA AND EASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA.

Lynn Marie Alerand Robert Alex , Madi son. Wisconsin
Samples of fish bone were analyzed from four excavated si tes i n
western Iowa and eastern South Dakota i n order to compare the , i_ nd
and frequency of species found among the four si tes. Elements were
i dentified and measured, and the number and percentage of i ndividuals
were calculated for each sample. Cultural data relevant to f i shi ng
from each of the sites was included i n the study . The analysi s
suggested that while si milar species were utili zed at all four si tes
differences in their relative frequency and the presence of
additional speci es indi cate the possibility of va r yi ng cultural
and/or ecological condi tions among the fou r si tes.
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IOWA COAL PRODUCTION AND RESERVES.

Orv ille Van Eck; Iowa Ci t y .

The total recorded coal production of Iowa i s about 370 million
tons. The peak year in Iowa coal produc t i on was 1917 when slightly
more than nine million tons were produced. The coal reserves of
the state have been estimated on an individual bed basis and have
been classified according to the characteristics of the coal and the
abundance and reliability of the data. The estimated original
coal reserves of Iowa total 7.2 billion tons, of which 3 . 5 billion
tons are classed as measured and indicated reserves, and 3.7 billion
tons are classed as inferred.

S2

IOWA COAL WITHOUT POLLUTION.

T. D. Wheelock~ Ames.

The technology presently available and under development f or converting coal into clean liquid, gaseous, and solid fuels is reviewed,
as well as the technology for cleani ng stack gas es. The possibilities for applying this technology in Iowa are considered. Partial
control of atmospheric emissions can be obtained by washing coal
and/or cleaning stack gases. More complete control awaits development of new technology. However, s ome of the technology under development will not. be directly applicable to Iowa coal because of the
very large reserves required to supply a single conversion plant of
an economically viable size.

S3

R. L. MORRIS, Iowa City
No a bstra ct ava ilabl e .

S4

RECLAMATION - CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL ASPECTS
John Lemish, Ames
The purpose of this discussion is to review the basis upon which the
approach, strategy and techniques of coal strip mine rehabilita tion
in Iowa is dependent. The two main factors which are most important
in reclamation are (1) the pyrite oxidation reaction and (2) topography of the mined out area . As a result of contact with oxygen
and water, the stepwise oxi dation reaction of pyrite generates
sulfuric acid in three steps which in turn creates the extreme acid
conditions of the mined area. The steep angles of repose characteristic of spoil pile slopes enhances the continued and severe erosion
which prevents stabilization of the surface. Recognition of these
factors leads to employment of a strategy in which acid production
can be minimized by denying access o f oxygen to buried materials.
The utilization of grading to accomplish this burial of acid-making
materials also provides a suitable graded surface to reduce excessiv
slope erosion. Other factors which are of importance in planning a
rehabilitation program are: (1) drainage system of the mined area,
(2) lithology and stratigraphy of the sedimentary sequence overlyinf
coal beds, (3) degree and extent of overturning of strata during
mining, (4) climate (rainfall), (5) pyrite c ontent of overlying
strata and (6) physical properties (permeability) of the graded
surface.
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W. D. KLIMSTRA, Carbondale, Illinois
No abstract available.

6.

ALLEN O' NEILL, Denver, Colorado
No abstract available.

7.

DANIEL ZAFFARANO, Ames
No abstract available .

,I
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l.

IN SUPPORT OF THE PHILLIPS CURVE
Fred J . Abraham
The relationship be t wee n the rate of un emp loymen t and th e rate of
inflation i s often illustrat ed by the use of the so-called Phillips
Curve . Si nce Phillips ' origina l work was -ext ended to this trade-off,
there has been an increasing amount of criticism leve led at th e va lidity of thi s concept. These at t acks seem to be based on (a) th eor eti ca l erounds and (b) empirica l tests. The th eoretica l criticism
s pear-h eaded by Milton f riedman, has been shown t o be unsound by
later investigators. The emp i rica l attacks ar e successfully muted by
r eca lling th e conditions und er which the Phi llip s rela ti onship is
defi ned . Thus, the Phillips Curve i s a useful device and s hou ld be
careful l y considered when making appropriat e policy making decisions .

2.

FEMALE EMPLOYMENT, DISCRIMINATION, AND JO B CHANGING
J. Peter Mattila, Ames.
Many have asserted that high female labor turnover imposes costs
upon employers which induce fiTllls to discriminate in hiring and pay
against women. This study examines national ma le and female quit
data and draws two primary conclusions. First, women are less likely
than men to quit for job related reasons although women do quit more
often because of household responsibilities. It is not necessarily
true that total female quit rates exceed male rates. Second, female
quit rates are their lowest relative to male rates during periods of
low unemployment which suggests the importance of maintaining full
employment to co~bat di~crtm~nati9n ,

3.

THE ECONOMICS OF CRIME:

A SURVEY

W. Luksetich
The purpose of this paper is to indi cate the conflicting views
of economists and sociologists and criminologists with respect
to the causes of criminal behavior.
The divergence of views is presented and a review of recent
empirical work undertaken by economists is discussed. Specifically
studies dealing with youth crime, urban crime, murder, burglary,
theft, etc., are discussed as is the responsiveness of criminals to
the· certainty and severity of punishment.
Strong empirical support for deterrence theory of criminal behavior
is presented, 0 ~1icv imolic~~~n" are drawn.
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4.

OWNERSH I P, CONTROL, AND CORPOR ATE PERFORMANCE: A SURVEY
OF THE LITERATURE. Fred S . Grygiel and Pat J. Hess,
Des Moines.
The present paper deals with three main issues. In Part I
we briefly summar i z e the numerous studie s dealing with
the "separation - of-ownership-from-control", This section
is particularly concerned with the serious deficiencies
in primary data sourc es , Further attention is directed to
formulating a workable set of criteria to be used in locating the centers of c orporate control, Part II outlines
the various a l t e rnat i ve hypotheses that have become assoc iated with this "separation" problem, In particular,
stress is plac ed on th os e issues relating to the performance of the firm under
varying degrees of control. Part
III, the final section, brings together the repeated
attempts to empirically test the hypotheses of Part II,
A summary evaluation of the techniques and results concludes the paper. Brief reference is made to yet another
testing procedure that attempts to remove a major fault
o f prior studies. In particular, we construct risk adjusted rates of return by firm, and test the impact of
control type on this refined meapure of corporate per-

formance.

5.

A MICROECONOMI C ANALYSIS OF BANKING COMPETITION:
APPROACH. Marion L. Chiattello, Cedar Falls

A FACTOR ANALYTIC

The purpose of this study is t o investigate the nature of multiple
product competition in corrune rcial banking credit markets. This is
accomplished by develop ing and testing a statistical model which
yie lds e stimat e s o f ove r-all banking competition (i.e., competition
in all cre dit markets) and estimates of competition in eight different credit markets. The th eoretic al structure for the statistical
m:>del i s provide d by Berna rd Shull's Model of the commercial bank
as a multiple-product, price-discriminating firm. The elasticity
of l o an demand is deduced from this model as a measurement of
compet i tive ne s s . The stati s tical model is tested with FDIC Bank
Operatin g data for 1 9 67 and 1970. The two major conclusions drawn
from t esting t h e model are: 1) Over-all bank competitiveness
(i.e., compe tition in all markets) is positive ly related to branching, and 2) over-all comp e titiveness i s s trongly related to the
behav i o ral var iable: Ba nk Operating Structure.
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1.

APPROACHES TO DYNAMIC TRANSPORT PLANN ING . Henri L. ,Bee nh akker , *
and James Osburn, Univ ersit y of Iowa, Iow a City, I owa
Dynamic transport planning r e fers t o the ana l ysis of the probl em of
choice of implementation dat e of th e construction or impro vement of
transport faciliti e s. A transport f ac ilit y is defined as a vehicle
(e.g., automobile, airplan e)or i supporti ng f aci l ity(e.g., highway ,
port).
There appears a t present to be a serious lack of any trul y
comprehensive evaluation of th e esse nti a l s of th e problem of cho ice
of implementation date . It is th e intent of the ens ui ng pres ent a ti on
to help to rectify that si tuation by introducing new co nc ep ts wh ich
structure the timing probl em. The conce pts are based on a sugges ted
classification of futur e traffic and definitions of i nd epe nd ent a nd
indivisible f aci liti es . Pre sently, no uniform th eore tical framew ork
.exists for establishing the optimal time for co ns tructing new facilities or improving existing ones .
A framework based on the aforementioned concep ts is introdu ced.
It dis tin gui shes be tw ee n the
phasing of proj ec ts through time in th e absence o f budget constraint s
and this ph as ing in the prese nce of such r es tir ctions . The specific
procedures sugg es ted in this paper f or th e a na l ys is of the problem
of choice of implementation date app l y t o any in dividua l transport
facility and tend to unify the co ncepts i nvolved i n dynam i c tra nsport
planning.
The presentation con c lud es with a survey of curr ent
approaches to dynamic transport planning a nd discusses th ese in th e
light of the above fram ework.

2.

KINEMATIC BEHAVIOR OF A NORMAL WRI ST JOIN T DURIN G SOME TYPICAL MOTIONS
Dharam P. Singh'', Dwight T. Davy'', James G. Andrews , Adrian E. Flatt>",,
Iowa City.
This study is directed towards findin g suitable means of evaluating
the motion of a normal wri st joint. In order to reduce t he complexity
of the problem and make it amenable to analysis some simplifying
assumptions are made. Based on the assumed model certain parameters
which signify kinematic characteristics for the joint a re ide ntifi ed .
A procedure for data collection, dat a r eduction and analysis is
described. This technique has been applied to analyze t wo simple
planar motions of the wrist joint ( flexion-extension , and radialulnar deviation).

3.

TOMOGRAPHIC IMAGING OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL RECONSTRUCTIONS THROUGH THE
USE OF OPTICAL HOLOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES.
W. A. Ellingson* and A. A. Read*, Am es
A three-dimensional radiographic imaping system using optical
holographic storage techniques has been inv estigated . Several
radiographic images from a linear X-ray scan were appropriately
holographically recorded and reconstructed generati ng a real aerial
image. The real aerial image allowed con tinuou s variable depth
display in the tomographic sense. The images were integrated on a
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3. ground g l ass viewing sc r een and 11r oduced a tomogr aphic image of the
Cont. p l a ne being view ed . Tomographic p lan es para l lel to th e origi na l
linear X-ray scan a nd s kew ed-p l an e images we r e observab l e simp l y by
movi ng the sc r een. Although init ia l ly developed as a non des tru ctive
tes tin g t ec hn iq ue , this met hod ha s obv io us application to biol ogica l
fields. Such appl ications a r e exac t pro fi l i ng of tumors, determi n i ng hea rt volumes, and ~any similar studies. A brief revi ew of
holograph y , composit e holo grams, and tomography is in c lud ed.

4.

THE USE OF HIGH QUALITY STILL PHOTOGRAP HY TO OBTAIN LABORATORY
RESEARCH DATA. M. J. Murtha, Ames
A photogr aphic image is of ten a con ven ient met hod of rec ordin g information. Photography has many applications and advantages when used
to obtain da ta which cannot be me asured by a sensor. Replacin g a
direct visual measu rement, th e photograph can provide a conclusive
and permanent record and a means for rechecking a da t a point. In
addition, direct visual m~asurements, usin g a ca thetometer or from
an oscilloscope trac e for example , are time consuming, tedius, hard
on the eyes, and often result in inconsistent information. Frequently
the measur ement of interest changes with time and a photo graphic
procedure must be used to freeze the action. The object of i nterest
is often quite small and should be photographed at an enlarged size
rather than a reduction. This requires a short image to camera lens
distance and under these conditions it is dif f icult to ge t hi gh
resolution and sharp images. In the work reported it has been fou nd
that a very distinct improvement in imag e re s olution results if the
lens diaphram is opened to the maximum, a lens setting not normally
considered the optimum.

5.

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF THERMAL DISCHARGES INTO THE MISSISSIPPI
RIVER
Donald B. McDonald, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa
Effects of discharge of heated condenser water from the Quad Cities
Nuclear Power Station in pool 14 of the Mississippi were evaluated
during the operation of the side-jet and diffuser pipe discharge
systems. During the operation of the side-jet system some environmental effects were observed directly below the station.
Following start-up of the diffuser pipe system these effects were
reversed and no significant impact of diffuser pipe operation was
observed,

6. FLY ASH REMOVAL BY GRANULAR BED FILTRATION.
Richard Wm. Tock, Iowa City.
Electrostatic precipitation is currently the leading unit operation
for cleaning dust laden stack gases. However, recent developments
indicate that granular bed filtration has some very distinct advantages over electrostatic units. These include better removal
efficiencies, continuous and high temperature operation potential,
smaller equipment size and low installation and maintenance cost.
This paper looks at the various modes of particulate capture by
gran2ular beds, describes some laboratory scale experiments, and
draws some comparisons between filtration and electrostatic precipitation performance.
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7.

ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR CHARACTERIZATION OF FLY ASH
Daniel C. Cavin*, William A. Klemm* and Geor ge Burn e t , Ames.
A typical power plant fly ash was characteri zed accordin g t o its
composition and physical properties as a b~s is for r e search on
iron and aluminum recovery from the ash. The methods u s ed are
standard and require facilities and instruments available in many
laboratories today. The pro cedures include photomicros copic
observation, size separation, magne tic sep aration, X-r ay diffraction, thermal gravimetric an a lysis , dif fe renti al th ermal analysis,
electron microprobe analysis and emission spec trosc opy . The results
will be useful in determining in wh at ways and under what conditions
a given fly ash may be treated to recov er the met a ls present in a
usable form. Preliminary work ha s been done on a sulfuric acid
leaching process and on a lime sintering proce ss patterned after
exploratory studies reported from Poland in 1973.

8.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS IN THE PRODUCTI ON OF STE EL AND ALUMINUM.
Norman Carls on and Marvin G. McKimps on*, Ames.

o.

This is a review paper dealing with the impact of th e production
of steel and aluminum metals on the environment. Our nations ore
reserves for these two me tals is di s cussed a long with those for
metallurgical grade coal an import ant raw material f or both processes. Environmental pollution r esulting from the disposal of
wastes during processing is de scrib ed as are s ome remedi a l measures
that are being or could be taken. The desirability and attendant
problems of recycling steel and aluminum is als o discuss ed. Finally new developments that offer promise of alleviating the ore
reserve situation, reducing the amount of ene rgy consumption and
pollution or increasing recyclability of s crap metal are evaluated.

9.

RADIANT HEAT !!CHANGE WITH THE ATMOSPHERE, Charles H. Seberg*and
Theodore F. Smith, Iowa City.
An instrument was designed and built, to measure the atmospheric
emission of radiant energy, The instrument is a total-hemispherical
radiometer, and consists of a single black detector which is pointed
in the direction of the atmosphere.
Measurements of atmospheric emission of radiant energy were made
during the summer months frc:rn several locations in eastern Iowa. All
measurements were made several feet above the i:round level, which
would correspond to the level at which many biological systems intercept atmospheric emission. Simultaneous measurements of other
atmospheric variables, such as air temperature and relative humidity
were also made.
Analysis of the data indicated that atmospheric emission could be
predicted analytically with excellent success by use of a formula
based on air temperature and relative humidity near grocnd level.
Certain formulas for this purpose are available from past investigators and these were evaluated for accuracy. The formula proposed by
Brunt was found to be the most accurate for the season and location
which was examined. Varying amounts and types of cloudiness
introduced factors which could not be accurately quantified.
It is possible to apply- the information to studies of physiological
or behavioral response.
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10.

THE USE OF SOLAR DERIVED ENERGY ON THE IOWA FARM--AN ECONOMIC
FEASIBILITY STUDY. John C. Even, Jr.
The concept of making the farm energy self-sufficient is attractive
from several standpoints. First, livestock and crop production in
Iowa was 4. 1% of the state's total energy (275.10 6 gallons of
petroleum products) and second, the farm operation would not suffer
from periodic fuel shortages and energy distribution system
failures. The sources considered are electrical energy conversion
from the wind, solar radiation collection as thermal energy for
heating, and livestock and crop waste conversion to obtain methane
gas. The economic tradeoffs in each of these methods is presented
from work currently in progress.

11 .

COST OF TERTIARY WASTEWATER TREATMENT FOR REMOVAL OF VARIOUS
INDUSTRIAL WASTE IONS. Ralph D. Cooey* and John C. Even, Jr., Ames
Cost data was gathered from published reports on the following
existing tertiary treatment process; sand filtration, activated
carbon adsorption, ozone treatment, chlorination, chemical
coagulation and sedimentation, ion exchange, reverse osmosis, and
electrodialysis. The costs obtained from these reports were updated
to July 1972 and separated into capital and operating costs for each
individual process. Regression Analysis was used to determine cost
models, both capital and operating, as a function of flow rate, for
each of the tertiary unit treatment processes. The ten ions
specifically selected are: arsenic; barium; cadmium; chromium
(+6, +3}; copper; cyanide; fluoride; lead; and zinc. It was then
determined which of the above tertiary treatment processes was
applicable for the removal of a specific waste ion.

12.

SPIN-ECHO NMR AS A METHOD FOR MEASURING TURBULENCE IN A PIPE.
M. J. Murtha and L. E. Burkhart, Ames
The spin-echo nuclear magnetic resonance technique, often used to
measure self-diffusion coefficients in liquids, has been employed to
measure fluid motion in the direction perpendicular to flow for water
moving through a circular tube. The time average of the motion of
the fluid particles in the perpendicular direction is zero, but the
average of the square of this motion is a quantity related to the
eddy diffusivity. The eddy diffusivity term can be measured by
following the magnetic moment of the protons in the water as a function of the velocity or the Reynold's number of the water flowing
through the tube. At zero flow, the movement of the fluid particles
is the re sult of random Brownian motion of the molecules and the
measured diffusion term is equal to the molecular diffusivity. How.ever, as the water is caused to move through the tube at increasing
velocities, bulk motion, or liquid eddies develop and these movements
are superimposed ypon the contribution from Brownian motion. As the
critical Reynold's number for transition from laminar to turbulent
motion was reached, the diffusion term increased abruptly
This
transition range from laminar to turbulent flow was well-defined, as
was the critical Reynold's number.
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13.

VIDEO TAPE TUTORING, James W. Nilsson, Am es.
Video tapes are being used as a tutoring medium in the Electrical
Engineering department at Iowa State University . The tapes are
produced at the WOI-TV studios under the direction of James Varnum.
The tapes are available for student use at the University library .
A video cassette system enables the student to view the tapes with
a minimum of set-up effort on his part and at the same time gives
him complete control of the playback . The lecture material is presented in color on an 11 by 17 inch quadrille pad. A single camera
is used to view the quadrille pad over the shoulder of the lecturer
so that the lecturer is in a comfortable sitting position as he
develops his topic. The lecturer is never on camera since the
purpose of the tutoring tape is to focus the student's attention on
the material being presented on the quadrille pad. Video cassettes
can be purchased in 10 minute increments, and hence tutoring lessons
can be offered as 10 minute, 20 minute, 30 minute, etc . discussions .
Our experience to date indicates a 30 minute tap e requires approximately 24 hours of preparation time once a topic has been selected .
The 24 hours includes the development of the "script", predrawn
visuals, and some basic timing runs. Th e timing runs are made to
determine which length of tape is most appropriate for recording.
We do not try to hone the timing to exactly 10 minutes, 20 minutes,
etc. Actual studio time for a 30 minute tape rarely exceeds 40
minutes . Our experience to date has been encouraging. Students who
feel the need for tutoring find this an acceptable format . Since the
use of these tapes is based entirely on a student ' s decision to use
them, we feel student use is a good measure of their acceptance.
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Geology
l .

VARIATIGi IN TOPOGRAPHIC FEAT URES OF THE DES MOINES DRIIT SHEET IN
NORTH-C ENTRAL IOWA. Connor, Ka thy R. , Ames, Iowa.
The late Wisconsinan Des Moines Lobe in North-Central Iowa has four
major morainal systems, the Bemi s (14,000 years), the Altamont, the
Humboldt and the Algona (13,000 years). Soil maps indicate that the
north e rn and eastern counties containing the Algona and Altamont end
moraines have the highest percentages (70-95%) of their area in
rolling topography . Count i es through which the other end morainal
systems pass, avera ge 60 %. Counties containing over 50% level
topography lie in the central portion of the drift sheet in the area
of the Alt amont ground moraine. The western boundary of the lobe
less extreme in its proportion of high-relief topography to level
ground. Areas of glacial outwash and terraces are most prevelant
(8-13%) along the lobe's eastern edge. Only Clay County in the
west contains a similar percentage . Occurance of alluvial soils is
higher (10-20%) along the outer port•ons of the drift sheet. Most
of the kames (2-5%) and bogs (up to 10%) are in the north, i.e., on
the Algona Moraine. Incidence of such features is significantly
lower (less than 3%) south of this system. As determined from air
photos, circular ridges (donuts), depressions· and irregular rises,
accepted dead-ice features, are more strongly developed in the
north, whereas minor moraines and transverse ridges are more conmon
in the south. This distribution of ice stagnation features, kames,
bogs, outwash, and rolling topography indicates a thick-drift, ice
stagnation origin for the Algona end moraine and for the northern
parts oF the Bemis and Altamont end moraines.

2.

co·:po.s1no::_'.L i.: D T::XT'...r-_; 1 .~:-ALYS :';S OF jijc: ·s A:· A: D nzsc.:_,;u TI LL II :
i, ? O?Tio:· OF J"O:l':':-r ;-::sT IO' i;. •

Ker.t 1/an Zar.t, Iowa Cit y ,

Kan sar. and Tazewel l t ill can be di s t i nq•1ished by campositi onal and
textur ?..l properties through ou t porti or. s of 3uena Vi sta , Cherokee ,
Clav , a nd 0 1 3r ier. Gour. ties i n :-:orthwe st I owa, One :-iun dr ed sampl e s
of the s e till s 1-1ere collected wit hin a 500 s qua r e '.TD.le a r ea and
\-/ere analy zed for textural , mine r alogi c, and carbor:ate cor.tent,
Kar.san till c o:--ta i t' s r.ore cl ay t han san d or s i lt whi le 'la z e,-;ell t ill
is cor.posec of r early equal portions of clay , sil t , ar.d sar. d ,
Coars e sar,d is mor e ab1m c.ar:t ir: Taze1-1el l till t har, Ka~·s M: till.
Siliceous roi.:.r:ded she.le f rains are com:-nor. i n Tazewel l till but are
scarce or absent i ,: Kan sar. till , I pr eous an d metm:ior nhi c rock f r,i.g:ner.ts are nor~ co~rnor. i r th e coa r s e s an rl of Kar:san than Taze\·Jel l
til J. Sigr. ifi can t l y l'iore car'::Jo!'.ate F,rairs oc cur in the medium sar.d

.:'ract i or. of '.'2.ze,-; ell till t har. i'. ar sa.Y-. ti l l.

3.

Physical Properties ·of the Tills at Scranton II, Iowa.
and Robert C. Palmquist, Ames.

Gary Bible*

The purpose of this research is t o determine criteria for distinguishing till bodies from their material properties. The Scranton II
roadcut described by Rube and Sch oltes was sampled in detail. The
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3. samples were analysed for texture, grain shape, light minerals , clay
Cont. mineralogy , shear strength, void ratio, bulk density, porosity,
permeability, and hygroscopic moisture. The IOOst diagnostic properties are presented bel ow.
Cary T.
ox.
unox.
loess
E Wis T.
ox.
unox.
Kan.
sand
gravel

texture
sand silt
46 .61 34 . 40
!;2.94 40 . 55
5.62 77 . 63

cla
18.99
16 . 61
16 . 75

37.02 41.37
19 . 78 40 . 81
62 . 55 17.62
92 . 01 3.35
81 . 95 6 . 50

21.62
39 .41
20.42
4.66
11.56

grain shape
shear strength
an ular crushed rounded
vert. hori2'
66 .40
18 . 22
15 . 41
0.56
0.78
70. 30
15 . 12
14.61
1. 28
1.36
36 . 86
11.01
52.22
0 . 65
0.58
11 . 25
19.16
4.25
4.28

56 . 00
27.99
2 . 79
3.30

32 . 75
52.87
92. 96
92.41

0. 29
0. 39
0 . 49
0.60
o. 5
0 . 61
lOOlbs/in

1

The above properties were found to distinguish the different units.
The engineering properties reflected more the affe c t of weathering
than different deposits. Also, grain shape indicates that Ruhe and
Scholte ' s Kansan till may be a s and deposit with translocated clay
in it.

4.

POSSIBLE FRACTURE CONTROLLE D DRA INAGE I N NORTHEAST IOWA AS IDENTIFIED
BY ERTS-1 IMAGERY. Greg Ludvigson, Iowa City.
ERTS-1 imagery shows several sub-regions of parallel linear drainage
systems in the so-called Driftless Area of northeast Iowa , southwest
Wisconsin, and northwest Illinois. Near the mouth of the Upper Iowa
River in Allamakee County, Iowa, a set of N45° E trending linears is
remarkably well expres sed on the imagery. In late summer and fall of
1973 , the most sharply defined linear in this set was investigated in
the field at Silver Creek, Allamakee County. Outcrops studied along
the linear were locally heavily silicified, brecciated, and mineralized with quartz , calcite, galena , and hematite pseudomorphous after
marcasite. The location of the old Mineral Creek lead workings two
miles to the southwest on the trend of the linear suggests a potenti a l
relation between the line a r and sulfide minera lization in the area.
Fracture ori ent ations measured at four stations in the lower Ordovician carbonates and St. Peter sandstone near t his linear show maxima
of vertical fr actures between N40°E and NS0° E. The close similarity
in trends suggests that the linears are fracture controlled. These
linears and the corresponding fracture maxima are normal to a low
amplitude northwest trending fold train in Allamakee County . The
fracture maxima may be a set of extens ion fractures formed in response
to a horizontal northeast-southwest maximum principal stress that
caused the folding. The Upper Iowa River near its mouth and Village
Creek to the south alternately follow the linear trends to form a
zig-zag sawtooth pattern. I suggest that this pattern is the result
of accelerated erosion along fr acture traces on the bedrock surface
during the active downcutting of these streams.
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5.

KARST GEOMORPHOL9GY OF NORTHEASTERN IOWA. G. A. Madenford,
N. Van Driel,* and R. C. Palmquist, Ames ..
Several counties in northeast Iowa were studied in detail to determine the extent and nature of Iowa karst features. Dolines mapped
from soil surveys were contoured to related distributions with bedrock types. A sample area was chosen to undergo a detailed analysis
of doline morphometry as associated with overlying pedons. Dolines
were found to be concentrated in bands trending in a northwestsouthwest direction with prominent concentrations related to the
Galena-Decora-Plattville formation. Most dolines in Iowa have
been active since pre-pleistocene time and are associated with
swallow holes. There size and abundance is directly related to the
overlying pedogenic profile.

6: ENVIRONMENT OF DEPOSITION OF THE CEDAR VALLEY FORMATION IN BENTON,
BLACIC HAWK AND BUCHANAN COUNTIES
Stephen V. Wiig and W~e I. Anderson , Cedar Falls
Stratigraphic sections or the Devonian Cedar Valley Formation were
studied in nine quarries in Benton, Black Hawk and Buchanan counties
in an attempt to recognize criteria that could be used to interpret
the environment or deposition or the formation. Observations were
-de for the presence or the standard lithologic, paleontologic and
primary structural features that have been used to recognize tidal
fiat and shallow subtidal carbonates in the rock record. Several
or these key environmental criteria were recognized, and their presence was used in making correlations between quarries. The authors
have recognized supratidal, tidal and subtidal environments within
the Cedar Valley Formation in the area studied.

7.

C0HPUTERr~EI> MAPPIIIG AS Al'l AID IN LAND USE ANALYSIS. Ladwig, Mary L., Sendlein, Lyle V.A., Sinatra~ James B., Departments of Earth Science and Landscape Architecture,
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, 50010.
Before land use planning decisions are made, all natural,
economic, and cultural resources must be identified and
inventoried. A computerized datafile containing twenty
three factors concernin g geology, present land use, vegetation, topography, water, soils, and zoning has been compiled for Story County and the adjacent counties of Iowa.
From this datafile two types of computerized maps can be
generated: Data Maps which reproduce the original data into computer graphics, and Derivative Maps which are produced by manipulatin g the original data to develope more
usable data sets, The type of maps produced is dependent
on the needs of the user. The maps derived for Story Co,
and central Iowa have been choosen to respond to a 11 Ul3er's
Question" survey. The "User's Question" survey showed a
need for three categories of derived nap s: natural re••
source maps, land suitability maps, and land limi tation
maps. Before maps are released to the user, it is im:;,ortant that the user be made awar e of both the criteria and
assumptions used, and the reliability of the basic data.
The advantages of this method include tr,e rapid gener,3.tion
of maps at low cost and the ability to re-evaluate data to
meet changing conditions.
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8.

SPATIAL VARIATIONS OF GROUND WATER QUALITY RESULTING FROM LANDFILLS
ON ALLUVIAL FLOODPLAINS. Stephens, Mark R. and Sendlein, Lyle V.A.,
Dept. of Earth Science, I.S.U., Ames, Iowa.
Ground water quality alterations were detected in five solid waste
disposal sites in Iowa. These sites in or near the cities of Ames,
Cedar Falls, Mason City, Des Moines, and Council Bluffs are located
on alluvial floodplains of the Skunk, Cedar, Winnebago, Des Moines,
and Missouri Rivers, respectively. It was found that the ground
water quality had deteriorated from the background quality as a
result of leaching of refuse. The Ames site, with the best ground
water monitoring control, had large increases _in chemical concentrations adjacent to the landfill. The increases ranged from three to
eleven times the normal chloride concentrations, depending on
sampling depth. Decreases in concentration were observed with
distance downflow from the landfill. These spatial variations
indicate that the contaminated zone takes the shape of a flame-like
plume with the apex downflow and terminated by the river. The
planar equivalent of this plume is similar to the malenclave
described by LeGrand. Efficient solid waste disposal site ground
water monitoring systems can be developed using the Ames landfill
contaminated zone as a model.

9.

A GEOHYDROLOGIC INVESTIGATION OF AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS IN THE AQUIFER
SUPPLYING AMES, IOWA. E.A. SIUDYLA, L.V.A. SENDLEIN, AND M.E.
NICKLIN, DEPT. EARTH SCIENCE, I.S.U., AMES.
Aromatic hydrocarbons in concentrations of parts per billion have
caused taste and odor problems in certain wells located in Ames.
The source of contamination is a pit and overflow channel used to
dispose of coal tar residues from a coal gas plant that operated in
Ames from 1910 to the late 1920's. The hydrocarbon residues had
leached into the aquifer causing the first taste and odor problems by
the early 1930's. In 1961 the coal tar residues in the pit were
removed but the overflow channel was overlooked. The channel is delineated as a line source of limited areal extent. Neutral organic
chemical analyses for the Ames wells carried out by Iowa State chemists indicate that the major contaminants include methylnaphthalene,
acenaprthylene, methylindene, and indene. The wells currently used
as a source of 111Jnicipal water have neutral organic concentrations of
17 ppb and less. A significant decrease in neutral organics over
the two year analysis period is attributed to the shifting of the
principal cone of depression of the Ames well field away from the
source. The recent contamination decrease indicates that the wells
farthest from the source should be used to keep the cone of depression away from the source.

10.

HYDROGEOLOGY OF THE SQUAW CREEK AQUIFER. Michael E. Nicklin*,
Merwin Dougal, and Lyle V.A. Sendlein, Dept. Earth Science, I.S.U.,
Ames, Iowa.
The regolith aquifer supplying water to the wells of Iowa State
University consists of outwash sands and gravels. The aquifer is
directly underlain by early Pleistocene till (Kansan or Nebraskan?)
which in turn overlies a bedrock channel. The confining materials
include loess, till, and alluvial silts of late Wisconsin age.
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10 . During pump tests, the drawdown curve approaches an equilibrium
Cont. condition which has been attributed to a leaky confined system.
The main factor responsible for the leaky confined system is either
the effect of induced infiltration of surface water from Squaw Creek
or the effect of vertical leakage from the overlying beds. The
leaky confining condition provides an additional source of water to
the Squaw Creek aquifer during heavy pumping, thereby, reducing
the aquifer's limitations.

11.

GROUND WATER RELATIONSHIPS AT THE CEDAR RAPIDS MUNICIPAL LANDFILL
LOCATED IN THE OLD OTIS QUARRY. Dwight C. Johnson,* and Lyle V. A.
Sendlein, Ames.
J i
The capacity of th e landfill, emplaced in the Silurian-Devonia n carbonate aquifer, t o function as a sanitary landfi ll under the State
Code was evaluated. Normal ground water flow is upward into the
Cedar River from th e carbonate and a lluvia l aquifers. Extensive
pumping in downtown Cedar Rapids has caused a l arge cone of depression in the carbonate aquifer, reversing th e ground wat er flow direction. Wa t er l evel data indicates th at th e cone does not a ff ec t
ground water flow under th e l andfill and leachate is not b eing drawn
into th e cone. Wa t er quality dat a supports th is conclus i on . Total
dissol ved solids (TDS) concentrations in the landfill were 6200 ppm.
TDS had dropped to 560 ppm 330 feet toward the cone of depression.
Wh i le TDS concentrations a~ far as 1950 feet downflow from the sit e
were still 800- ppm. Across th e river from th e si te TDS wer e 320 ppm,
we ll within bac kground values. Water qua lity of the alluvial aquifer
on the landfill side of th e river had TDS of 600 ppm, but across th e
r iver TDS were 280 ppm. Therefore, the Cedar River is acting as a
boundary to leach a te migration through the carbonate and a lluvi a l
aquifers. A three to four foot clay seal on the base and sides of
the quarry impedes leachate l eakage . The amount of l eadage is ca lculated to be .00 782 ft 3/day/ft 2 , we ll below the accep t ed value. A
drop of 5200 ppm TDS ac ros s the c lay sea l indicates it is functioning
as intended. The landfill is not a threat to water quality in th e
downtown area. However, if pumping increases th e cone of depression
may extend under the landfill and water quality will deteriorate.

12.

USE -OF BROMIDE ION AS A TRACER FOR SUB OIL WATER MOVEMENT
James J. O'Toole, James L. Baker, Rodney Walters, and Thomas E.
Fenton, Ames.
Preliminary studies will be reported on the use of bromide ion for
tracing the dynamics of percolation and movement of soil water from
surface to subsurface drainage tiles. In Iowa, the low concentrations of naturally-occurring bromine in soils and glacial till,
combined with the high sensitivity of neutron activation analysis
makes it possible to detect the presence of seeded bromide salts
at very great dilution factors. The use of this technique will be
demonstrated as a tracer for soil and subsoil nitrogen movement and
its potential for use in tracing the dynamics of water movement
in watersheds and geological formations will be discussed.
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13.

A YEAR LONG STUDY OF CHANGES IN LEVELS OF CONTAMINATION IN A GROUP
OF DEEP WELLS. S. Cassada~ S. Madsen~ J. Tjos tem, Decorah.
Seven deep wells in Winnesheik county were tested periodically
during the calendar year of 1973 for contamination of nitrates
and coliform bacteria. Two of the seven wells were cased with
approximately 300 feet of steel casing to the St. Peter sandstone
aquifer. The other five wells were drilled to depths of about
300 ft., but were cased only to the Galena limestone, a depth of
less than 50 ft. The two deeply cased wells consistently tested
"safe for drinking" i.e., no coliform bacteria and very low nitrate concentration. The five partially cased wells showed nitrate
levels increased 10 to 200 fold over the deeply cased wells. Wells
of this group also showed in intermittant pattern of bacterial
contamination. Two wells in the partially cased group exhibited
nitrate concentrations consistently over the 45ppm level. It is
noteworthy that the same two wells were the only wells in our group
of seven to be located near barnyards.
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Mathematics
1.

ISODERIVATIVE CURVES.
Ge orge Bridgman, Waverly.
For a one-parameter family of curves, we define an isoderivative
curve to be a curve connecting all those points where any member of
the family has its derivative equal to a fixed value, V. For instance,
the family (1) y = cx 2
has derivative y' = 2Cx. If y' = V,
then, by eliminating C from the equation V = 2Cx and from (1), we
produce the isoderivative "curve" y = Vx/2, wh i ch joins all points
where the derivative of any curve (1) equals V. Just as isobars and
isotherms on a weather map join points of equal pressure and equal
temperature, respectively, so an isoderivative curve connects those
points having "equal derivative." Isoderivativ e curves for the
family y = cx3 have the form y = Vx/3; for th~ family y = Cxr,
(r -I 0), they have the form y = Vx/r; for y = e x, the isode.rivative
curves have equation Vx = y Ln(y); and for the family y = Cf(x),
where f(x) represents any differentiable function, the isoderivative
curve equation is y = Vf(x)/f'(x). We present further examples.
We also solve the reverse problem of finding a family of
differentiable curves y = Cf(x) having a given ecµi 1tion .I= Vg(x)
as its isoderivative curve. The solution is
J-q_(J(Jd.X
2

Y =

ce_

q

•

For example, if y = Vx
is the isoderivative curve equation, then
the family having this equation as its isoderivative curve is
-1/x
Y = Ce
For y = Vxr, (r -IO), the family with that equation as
its isoderivative curve is
xl-r/l-r
y = Ce

2 . A MEAN VAWE 1l!EOREI-! FOR INTErnALS.

Donald F. Bailey, Ht. Vernon

Ti1e classical nean value theorem for integrals is usually stated as
follows.
If the function f is continuous on [a,b] then there exists z ~ [a,b]

such that

f1;/rxJdx

= f(z)(b-a).

1he standard proof uses the following three facts, all of whid1 are
consequences of continuity off on [a,b].

(1) f is integrable on [a,b] (and hence bounded).
(2) f satisfies the intermediate value property on [a,b].
(3) f assumes its maximum and minimum values on [a,b].
In this paper we show by means of a category argument that the proof
need not use condition (3) and hence a stronger theorem holds.

3. A SIMPLIFIED PROOF OF BEZOUT ' S THEOREM.

Arnold Adelbe rg,* Grinnell

Bezout •s theorem , concerning the number of intersections of, n
hypersurfaces in projective n-space, is one of the keystones of
classical algebraic geometry. Traditionally, it was proved by
proJective methods . An alternate approach that has been used i s
to give a pure ly algebraic statement of the theorem that involves
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3. the calculation of the dimens i on of a c er ta i n vector s pace , and
Cont. to de rive the r esult by using extensiv e machinery of homological
a lgebra. The procedure we have· followed i s closely r elated to t he
second appr oach , but i s mor e expl icit and elementary than usual ,
and i nvolves conside r ation of some exa ct sequences that ari se
natur ally . A by-product is a proof t hat the normality of a
sequ ence of polynomials and thei r homogeni zati ons can be deduced
f r om the norma l ity of i ts s equenc e of highes t f orms .

4.

A SMALL COLLEGE COOPERATIVE SEMIIJAR.

E.T. Hi 11, Mount Vernon.

For the past tl~o years the departments of mathematics at Coe and
Cornell have been holding a weekly seminar. The participants feel
that it is necessary for teachers of mathematics to also be mathematicians. The involvement of two departments in re gularly scheduled sessions makes it less likely that the press of committee
work and other duties will preempt the time scheduled for doinq
mathematics. Some difficulties have come up, but we feel the program is a success and highly recommend this format to other groups.
5.

DENNIS R. STEELE, Lamoni.
No abstract avail ab le.
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Physics
l.

ATTRACTIVE SCIElffISTS
l-'aul A. Smith, Coe College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Phy-sics teachers• dominant focus traditionally- has been upon:
techniques to more clearly- elucidate fimdamental laws of phy-sics,
curriculUII, equip1111nt, planned experillents, instructional aids,
texts, structured courses, objective evaluation, accuracy-, proofs
of success.
Less co111110nly- the focus has been upon students•:
affective responses, alienation, body language, channels of c0111munication, childhoods, collusions, decisions and actions, differing
perspectives, e1110tional responses, estrangement, evaluation, exclusive relations, fragmentation, freedolll to see, future decisions, hopes
and meaning, intiatives, instincts, integrity-, intentionalit7, intimate relationships, interdependance, myths and power, new questions, non-verbal co11111unication, parents, pla)'ing games, political
action, popular songs, real probleu, role pla)'ing, selt illlages,
science relevant experiences, states of consciousness, team work,
unexamined assumptions, value judgements, value structl.U'8s, and will.
l-'hy-sicists will not be attractive scientists so long as their dolllinant foci are exterior to their real students.
This paper will be an introduction to a few of the thoughts developed imder the above titles in a collection of closely interrelated short essay-a entitled Attractive Scientists.
Discussion will be most welcome and encoura~d.

2.

METAPHYSICAL PRESUPPOSITIONS ABOUT SCIENCE AND NATURE Al-'.IJNG SCIENCE
FACULTY. Phillip Durkee, Iowa City.
The beliefs and presuppositions of college science f aculty on eight
metaphysical issues relating to science and nature were investigated. The issues included scientism, supernaturalism, teleological
and mechanical views of nature, continuity and discontinuity between
man and nature, dynamic and static world views, determinism, divine
irnnn.nence in nature. A survey of presuppositions and a questionnaire of personal information were sent to 100 Iowa science faculty .
Results of the investigation will be discussed at the Academy
meeting.

3.

AN EVOLUTIONARY MODEL OF JUPITER.

Allen S. Grossman, Ames

The structure and evolution of a f luid sphere of Jovian mass
(.00095 x sola r mass) has been analyzed using standard stel Ja r structure methods. The model used is a gravitationally contracting
sequence of spherica l configurations to produce the observed internal
energy source. The chemical compositions used in this study were
pure hydrogen and a so lar mix (74% hydrogen, 24% helium). The
protoplanet was evolved, starting from an extended object of 15 RJup,
to an age of 10 11 years. The results of this study yield an object
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3. which closely resembles Jupiter in observed radius (.99 RJup),
Cont. luminosity ( . 98 LJup) and surface temperatu re (134°K). The evolutionary timescale in our investigation is 2 x 109 ye a rs, lower by a
factor of 2.5 than the present age of 5 x 10 9 years for Jupiter.
Speculation on a post contraction history wi 11 be made to explain
the timescale discrepancy. Interesting evolutionary features are
that the central temperature of the protoplanet reaches maximum
values of 40,000 °Kand initial luminosity is about 1% of the solar
luminosity.

4.

QUASAR RED-SHIFTS.

D,

K. Ross, Ames

The general problem of the very large red-shifts in quasars is discussed. The usL1al interpretation of the red-shifts in terms of the
expansion of the universe leads to enormous distances and hence energy
outputs for the quasars. A new non-cosmological red-shif t mechanism
using a sca l ar field is presented.
5.

THE GREAT AFRICAN SOLAR ECLIPSE OF 1973,

W. I. Beavers, Ames.

A five man team of scientists and a photographer from ISU participated in the African eclipse expedition to observe a rare unusually
long total solar eclipse. The nearly five minute celestial spectacle
was viewed and photographed under good sky condit i ons ~t the site on
th e eastern shore of Lake Rudolph in northern Kenya. An ISU Film
Production Unit documentary 16 mm film of the scientific activity at
the site will be shown.

6.

ENTROPY - THE ENERGY-GULPER.

Herman C. Schepler, Dubuque.

To prolong our survival time on planet earth we must (1) rearrange
our priorities to conserve energy, (2) develop energy sources that
do not become depleted, and (3) solve our overpopulation problem.
In order to conserve energy we must rearrange and rebuild our cities,
redesign our automobiles, develop and build rapid transit and bus
transport a tion systems, and subsidize th e construction and operation
of railway systems. The latter must take over large portions of our
present air and motor truck transportation. Oil, coal, and atomic
energy plant fuels are limited in availability to the depletion of
their earth deposits. Energy sources not so limited in supply must
be · developed. Such include energy obtained from the sun, wind,
ocean tides, and ocean currents such as the Gulf Stream off our
Florida coast . Fifty years hence, at our present rate of population
increase, this planet will contain eight times our present population. Overpopulation is our greatest problem. We will find our
life styl e greatly changed in corning years as these predictions are
fulfilled.

7.

POTENTIAL AND CAPACITY OF DISKS AND CYLINDERS IN SPHERES.
Don Kirkham and M. S. Selim, Ames.

Using a modified form with Lengendre polynomials of the Gram-S chmidt
orthonormalization process, we find potential functions for charged
disks and capped cylinders centered in finite grounded spheres .
From the potential functions the capacities are computed. The
computed capacities lie between known lower and upper limits. A
flux field is presented. The results apply to analogous potential
flow problems of air and water in soil.
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8.

LOW ENERGY ELASTIC SCATTERING OF LI .

J . E. Po l ing , I owa Cit y .

6 Li, and in some cases 7Li, have been e l as ti ca ll y scatt er ed f r om 9se,
10s, 12c, 13c, and 160 at bombarding ene r gies· be tw een 4. 5 MeV and
13 MeV. An understanding of th es e r es ult s i s a tt empt ed in terms of
a four parameter optical model with th e radius a nd depth of the
nucl ear potential va rying in a r eas onabl e ma nne r.

9.

LITHIUM INDUCED NUCLEAR REACTIONS
R. R. CARI.SON, IOWA CITY

The nature of the reaction mechanisms of nuclear reactions betwe en
complex nuclei has been sought by studying reactions be tween 7Li
and 12c. Both of these are lp shell nuclei. Their reaction products have been studied as a function of bombarding ener'ff from
11 below to
1 above the Coulomb barrier.
l 2c(71I,p) 8 0,
1 c (7Li,d) 17o,
c (7Li , t ) 16o and 1 2 c(7Li, a ) 1 5N react i ons were
identified and the diff erential cross-sections of the separate
groups going to the ground and low excit ed states were measur ed.
Some groups appear to be formed by a pr imarily compound nucleus
mechanism while others show direct reaction cha racteristics. All
groups show complex energy and angle de pendence.

w2

10.

wy2

OFF-SHELL EFFECTS I N T HE P HOTOI: I S INTEG RAT I ON OF THE

DEUTERON. Wytse van Dijk, Dordt College, Sioux Center
The off-shell effects on the photodisintegration
cross-section of the deuteron are studied by means
of a set of interactions which have identical on-shell,
but different off-shell behaviour.
All me~bers of
this set yield the same two-nucleon scattering phase
shifts and deuteron binding energy, but wave functions
which differ at short distances.
It is shown t hat
the photodisintegration cross-section is s ensitive to
the off-shell behaviour, even when differences in
the wave functions occur only at very short distances.
The experimental photodisintegration results could
therefore be used as a fur t h e r check on the off-shell
properties of phenomenologically determined interactions
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Physiology
1.

THE MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL EFFECTS OF MANGANESE IONS ON FROG
MYOCARDIAL TISSUE. George Roz anski, Tony Buechl er, Decorah.
Mechanical and electrical recordings were made on frog myocardial
perfused preparations using varying concentrations of MnCl2.
Microelectrode studies on isolated ventricular strips r evea l ed
that manganese ions suppressed th e plateau phase of the tr ans membrane action potentia l. It was a l so found that manganese ions
had a profound effect on the mechanical ac tiv i ty of myocardial
contraction. Mechanical recordin gs of paced, in vivo perfused
heart preparations showed that an increase i n MnC0oncentration
resulted in a corresponding decrease in the force of contraction.

2.

ADVERSE EFFECTS OF CADMIUM ON Tetrahymena pyriformis.
Barton L. Bergquist* and Eugene C. Bovee , Lawrence, Kansas.
Locomotion and growth of Tetrahymena pyriformis were monitored in
various concentrations of cadmium-chloride in Chalkley 's solution to
determine adverse effects. At less than 15 ppm of cadmium growth was
only slightly reduced. Some depression of growth occurred at 15 ppm.
At 20 ppm growth was severely depressed. At 15 ppm a di s tinct t i me
lag occurred before onset of logarithmic growth to peak populations.
At 20 ppm growth was slight and no logarithmic phase developed.
Swimming rate, monitored photographically at appropriate intervals
during l½ hours, was significantly slowed by as little as 1 ppm of
cadmium. The decay in swimming rate in each dilution from 1 to
10 ppm is predictable and our data agree with statistical prediction.
Since cadmium is known to inhibit ATP synthesis and many enzymes, a
decrease in both swimming and growth rates is to be expected.
(Supported by NSF Research Grant GB-16616 and Kansas Water Resources
Account #4634-705.)

3. INHIBITING PHAGOCYTOSIS WITH PROTEIN-SPLIITING ENZYMES.
Roger E. Lindberg and Eugene C. Bovee, Lawrence, Kansas.
To test potential inhibition of phagocytosis in the giant arneba,

Chaos carolinensis, by protein-splitting enzymes, the amebas were
starved overnight, washed one hour in Chalkley's solution, then exposed 10 min in a solution of 0.2% of the enzyme in Chalkley's
solution, again placed in Chalkley's solution alone and offered
heat-killed Paramecium caudatwn. Enzymes used were: Papain
(pH 6.2); pepsin (pH 4.2); pronase (pH 7.4); protease (pH 6.7); and
trypsin (pH 8.1). Except pepsin, all enzymes were tested at pH
values at which they effectively split proteins. Papain and pepsin
had no effect. Trypsin and pronase each completely inhibited phagocytosis for one hour, with complete recovery within four hours.
Protease inhibited phagocytosis for four hours, with complete recovery within 16 hours. Untreated controls · in Chalkley's solution
phagocytosed Paramecium inmediately and continued to feed for several hours until sated. We suggest that the enzymes destroy sensitive trigger-sites on the muco-polysaccharide plasmalemna, thereby blocking phagocytosis until the sites are biochemically repaired.
(Supported in part by NSF Research Grant GB-16616.)
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4.

A HISTOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE TASTE BUDS ON THE RAT
EPIGLOTTIS. Irving Y. Fishman and Barbara Neyhartt
Grinnell.
A histological examination of the number and location of
taste buds on rat epiglottises was made in correlation
with a previously reported electrophysiological study of
epiglottis taste responses (see IAS abstracts, 1971).
Epiglottises, aryepiglottis folds, ventricles, and other
base tissues surrounding the glottis, from two strains of.
rats, Long Evans hooded and Wistar albino, were fixed,
stained and cut into 10 micron sections using standard
histological techniques. The tissues were examined for
the presence of taste buds and their distribution and
frequency were mapped and compared by sex, age and
strain of animal.

5.

NON-MAST CELL HISTAMINE IN THE AORTIC WALL: EFFECT OF EXPERIMENTAL
HYPERTENSION. G. A. Bolitho,* J. R. Yarnal, and T. M. Hollis,*
College of Osteopathic Medicine & Surgery, Des Moines .
Biochemical and histochemical studies have engend ere d somewhat of a
controversy regarding the anatomical localiza tion of art erial wa ll
histamine stores. This study presents evidence supporting th e
existence of both mast cell and non-mas t cell aortic his t ami ne
reservoirs. The data indicates that aortic performed hi s tam i ne
originates from both non-mast cell and mast cell pool s , and th a t
non-mast cell histamine is the more labile in r esponse to hypertension induced hemodynamic stresses and injury.

6. THE EFFECT OF ELECTROANESTHESIA ON GLUCOSE AND CHLORIDE IN
CEREBROSPINAL FLUID.

Donald B. Stratton, Des Moines.

Cerebrospinal fluid levels of glucose and chloride were
determined in response to the bi-temporal passage of a 700 Hz
sine wave signal of 145 milliwatts average power through the
brain of the dog.
Nine adult mongrel dogs of mixed sex were
anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium (35 mg/kg) and the
electroanesthetic current was superimposed on this anesthetic
background. Spetrophotometric analysis of CSF samples obtained
before, during, and after current application indicated a
significant increase in the glucose level, probably in response
to the hyperglycemic action of increased levels of circulating
epinephrine and subsequent glucose transfer across the choroid
plexus. A significant increase was also observed in the CSF
level of chloride.

7. A NEUROPHARMACOLOGICAL u)NSIDERATION OF SELF-MUTILATING BEHAVIOR.
Robert J. Coppola and Dennis F. Rolek, Des Moines.
Self-mutilating behavior was observed in rats treated with large
doses of orphenadrine, a centrally acting anticholinergic agent,
and in a small percentage (about 8%) of rats receiving septal
lesions of the forebrain. One can postulate that anticholinesterase!
(e.g. neostigmine) and agents able to block dopamine receptors (e.g.

7, ha l oper i dol ) coul d pr event th e dru g or l esion i nduced gross syndrome .
Cont . The eff ect on s ep t a lly l esioned r at s is in accor dance wi th a
dopaminer gic mechanism exis ting for concomi t ant self- mutila t ion.
Since dopami nergi c pa thways t ermin at e i n t he l imbic foreb r ai n, a
l es ion of th e sep tum may a lt er th ese monoami nergic pathways i n such
a way as t o i nduce s elf-mut i l a t i on . The bl ockage of dopamine
rec ep tor s by ha l operidol coul d pr esumab l y i nflue nce s uch a cond ition
whereas an ant icholines t erase woul d be r e l a t i v ely in effective in
such a s itua tion.

8.

MEASUREMENT OF THE HERING-BREUER REFLEX USING AIRWAY BLOCKING IN THE
UNANESTHETIZED OPOSSill!. Teresa A. Marlow* and Jay P. Farber,
Iowa City.

When the lungs are experimentally maintained in a state of inflation,
activity of inspiratory muscles is inhibited. This effect is mediated by stretch receptors in the lung, and is called the Hering-Breuer
inflation reflex (H.B. reflex). We have measured H.B. reflex activity in unanesthetized adult opossums using a technique whe r eby animals with chronic tracheostomies were intubated with a cannula wh i ch
could be closed off using a remotely controlled hydraulic s ystem.
The airway was blocked at various volumes during inspiration when
the animal breathed air, hypoxic, or hypercapnic gas mix tures. Inhibition was assessed as the time interval between the blocked brea th
and the next inspiratory effort (normalized for the interval between
the preceding breaths). Results showed: 1) that the reflex is active within the volume of the tidal breath; 2) that inhibition per
unit volume of inflation above end expiration pro gressively decreased as tidal volume increased during hypoxia and CO2 breathing. Reflex activity was not consistently related tc breathing frequency .
These results suggest that the H.B. reflex in the unanesthetized
opossum may reflect a control pathway which limits tidal volume by
inhibiting inspiration. When reflex inhibition of inspiratory activity is reduced, as in hypoxia and COz breathing, tidal volume
increases.
9.

A METHOD F OR STUDYil':G MAU:ALIA1 HIBE:n?,ATI ON FACTOR
Martin S teiner';• AND G, Edg ar Folk, J r,, Iowa City

The n:amn,alian hib e rnation factor or "trigg er" was
described by Dawe and Sp urrier in 19(, 9, 'l'his has been
difficult to study except by a highly trained specialist;
their met h od consists of pr·eserving blood f rom a man.n.al
in hiberr,ation, then injecting it int o a hibernator which
would not ordinarily g o into ciorrr,ancy because season or
physiological conditions are inap propriate. F or exair.ple,
13-lined f, round squirrels do not hibern a te in sumn.er, b ut
one ml of preserve d hibernatin g woodc huck blo od will sen d
them into hi b erm,. tion in surr,11.er. 'l'he L l o od te11,perature
~ust be approximately 5°c when injected, the recipien t
u,ust be unanesthetized, and up to the presen t the fact or
has been injected into a very ~ inute vein, the sa phe n ous,
Our method (desi gned for r11ore g eneral use) has permitted
inject1.on into the hearts of restrained hau,sters by using
winged infu s ion ne e dles and p lastic tubing, Rat blood

9. and marmot blood has been injected int o normothermic
Con t . haTusters without ill effect; also the hamsters appeared
r,ormal after a second dose of blood delivered 3 weeks
later. Sample results of the effects on hamsters
(TA 0±1°c) of blood from hibernating arctic species
(marmot and gr·ound squirrel) will be presented. This
study also adds to the realization that cross species
blood transfusion d oes not appear to harm the health of
rodents.
( Supported by AHA under contract with 01\li . )
10.

EXERCISE HEART RATE CONDITIONI NG IN HUMANS.
J. F. McCabe* and C. M. Tipton, Iowa City, and A. J . Kozar,* Knoxville, Tennessee.
The purposes of this stud y were to determine if heart rate could be
classically conditioned by the constant pairing of a ton e (conditioned
stimulus) with a fixed exercise requirement (unconditioned stimulus)
and to determine whether the heart rate (conditioned response) hereb y
developed would significantly alter levels of ongoing cardiovascular
activity during various exercise levels. The male subjects (N=18)
exercised for 5 trials (3 min./trial) on a byc icle ergometer at 600
kgm./min., with a continuous tone pres ent. On the 6th trial
(experimental trial) the workload was increased to 900 kgm. /min. for
9 subjects and decreased to 300 kgm . /min . for the remaining 9
subjects. Following the experimental trial, there was a pas t-test
trial at the same workloads as the experimental trial but without
the tone present. The results illustrated a statistically significant (.05 level) increase in exercise hea rt rate for the experimental
trial (99.30 beats/min.) as compared to the post-test trial (96.96
beats/min.) at workloads of 300 kgm./min . The difference at the
300 kgm./min . level was attributed to the classical conditioning
effects. The absence of a significant difference at the 900 kgm . /min.
level (exp. 126. 70 beats/min.; post-test 125 . 94 beats/min.) may have
been due to the metabolic demands of the workload overriding the
classical conditioning effects.

11.

INFLUENCE OF FASTING ON CARDIAC GLYCOGEN LEVELS IN HORMONALLY DEFICIENT RATS. R.K. Conle·e*l and C.M. Tipton, Iowa City.
The relationship between fasting and endocrine status on the synthesis of cardiac glycogen is unclear and the basis for much controversy .
Fasting is known to induce glycogen synthesis and to increase glycogen deposition in cardiac tissue of normal rats. To study this matter further, fasting male rats (30-36 hrs) were assigned (N=65) to
normal (N), adrenalectomized (ADRX), hypophysectomized (HYPOX), or
alloxan-diabetic (DIAB) groups. Small tissue samples from the left
ventricle were placed in hot KOH and glycogen was determined using
a phenol-sulfuric acid technique. The data was expressed as glycogen/gram wet tissue weight (X ± SE). In the nonfasted state, hormone
deficiency elicited varying effects . Compared to the N group (5.4 ±
.19), decreases were observed by the ADRX gro;p (3.9 ± .09), increases by the 3-6 day DIAB group (8.3 ± 1.19), and no diffe~ences
were evident by the HYPOX (5.3 ± .30) or by the 6-19 day DIAB groups
(5.5 ± .78). With fasting, glycogen levels increased in the N group
(8.4 ± .50), ADRX group (6.1 ± .67), decreased in the HYPOX group
(4.0 ± .33), and exhibited no changes in the 3-6 day DIAB group
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ll. (8.8 ± 1.75). These findings indicate that cardiac glycogen concenCont . tration is influenced by time, hormonal, and nutritional status.
fhese conditions must be standardized when changes in cardiac glycogen
~re to be evaluated.
1NDEA Fellow in Exercise Physiology

12 .

IOWA WRESTLING STUDY: URINARY PROFILES OF STATE FINALISTS BEFORE AND
AFTER COMPETITION. E,J. Zambraski*l, C.M. Tipton, T.K. Tcheng*, and
H.R. Jordon*, Iowa City.
At the 1973 state wrestling championship, urine samples were obtained
from finalists at the time of weigh-in (N=167), immediately before
their first match (N=72), and after completion of two match_es (N=45)
For comparative purposes, urine samples from non-wrestlers (N=45) of
similar age and body size were also analyzed. Urinalysis included
the quantitative determination of specific gravity, pH, osmolarity,
electrolytes, and qualitative tests for glucose, ketones, and proteins. The findings indicated that the wrestlers were in a dehydrated state at the time of the weigh-in. Data, either grouped or
from repeat subjects, demonstrated that partial rehydration did occur
during the 5-hour interim between the weigh-in and the first match,
However, when compared to the non-wrestlers they were still in a
partially dehydrated state. Following competition, th_e urinalysis
reaffirmed other studies in detecting proteinuria, ketonuria, and a
more acidic urine, but failed to demonstrate any glucosuria. Compared to the values for the non-wrestlers (45.0 + 4.0 meq/lit) th_e
extremely high potassium levels for the finalists at the time of the
weigh-in (123.0 + 3.7) or before wrestling (86.1 + 4.5) indicated
that the combinations of water deprivation, therm~l dehydration, and
exercise dehydration used to maintain a certified weight classification were altering kidney function. Fu·r thermore, these findings
raise the possibility th_at renal ischemia could have occurred during
the process.
lNDEA Fellow in Exercise Physiology

13.

GRAVITATIONALLY STIMULATED DIFFERENTIAL GROWTH FOR YOUNG'S MODULUS OF
RODENT FEMURS. R.C. Welch*, C.C. Wunder, B.P. Fleming*, and
R.L. Glade*, Iowa City
Present results suggest that, in absence of gravity, bone growth
could be delayed and its aging accelerated. Gravity (as simulated by
chronic centrifugation at 3.1 G's) appears necessary for this growth
up to an age A (days) of 31 with no effect after body mass M (gm) of
rats achieves 360 (42 for mice) until an older age (365 days, when it
appears to prevent deterioration). Moduli E (dynes/cm 2 x 10-8, calculated from bending and cortical cross-sectional geometry after various
days of exposure D) were analyzed in terms of Huxley's Allometric
Equation: E = E0 (M/Mo)n. Using the approach of chronic animal centrifugation, established by this laboratory in 1954, we -h ave previously
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demonstrated gravity to be a major biophysical determinant of growth

Cont. and function with survival, rearing and even breeding for some animals being possible at several multiples (G's) of the Earth's gravity.
G's
Eo
n
N

Mo
M
A
D

WHITE RAT
3.1
1.0
171±22
47±9
0.31±0.ll
1.33±0.16
14
13
100
100
50-440
95-550
24-95
24-95
7-55

WHITE MOUSE
3.1
1.0
72±5
51±6
0.95±0.16
1.41±0.28
46
45
20
20
17-52
9-43
31-85
28-85
7-55
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Psychology
1.

SHOCK SOURCE AND INTENSITY: VARIABLES IN SHOCK-INDUCED FIGHTING.
Michael J. Follick* and John F. Knutson, Iowa City .
AC, DC, and rectified AC shock were compared a t four shock i nt ensities to assess differential influences on shock-induced fighting in
rats. At higher shock intensities the data paralleled the Campbell
and Mas terson (1969) equal aver sion function, but at lower s hock
intensities differe nces among shock types with respect to frequenci es
of shock-induced fighting were obtained. These results suggested
tha t, at l ower shock intensities, shock type is a variable in shock induced aggression research with rats.

2.

A STUDY OF COLOR RECOGNITION AS RELATED TO DISPLAY CHOICE IN THE
SIAMESE FIGHTING FISH, BETTA SPLENDENS. Gene A. Lucas , Janet R.
Cook ,* Steven R. Eggert,* Michae l J. McGrath,* Linda E. Pi erce *
and Linda E. Thompson ,* Des Moines.
Five individuals of each of three different colored groups of
Siamese Fi ght ing Fish , Betta splendens were t ested for specificity
of color disp l ay preference. Displ ay choice opportunities were
provided with livi ng Bettas of the three color fypes test ed. No
sys tematic color or posi ti on preferences could be shown to be a
functi on of either stimu lus or S color.

3.

THE &:FFECT OF THE SUGGESTION OF PSYCHONEUROTIC BE:HAVIORAL SYNP'IOM5
ON ART PREFERENCES. Patricia Eaton* and Walter Rogers, Cedar Falls.

Suggestion by definition of psychoneurotic behavior was presented to
twenty college students to test its relationship, if any, to the
process es of attribution. Since previous research suggests that
psychoneuroticism is related to art preferences, ten pairs of
paintings , rated on a romanticism scale, were used as an index of
neuroticism. Females subjects tended to have significantly more
romantic art choices (:e. <. 05 ), but processes of attribution had
no effects (:e.) .10).

4.

EFFECTS OF NEGATIVE VERBAL FEEDBACK ON THE FEATURE POSITIVE EFFECT
Stephen C. Bitgood, Kerry Segrave>'<, and Herbert M. Jenkinsi<,Orake
Children were trained to discriminate between two stimulus displays distinguished by the presence or absence of a distinctive
element among common elements. In this paradigm a Feature
Positive Effect refers to the observation that acquisition of
discrimination is superior for Ss trained to respond to the
display containing the distinctive feature (Feature Positive
Condition) than for Ss trained to respond to the display not
containing the distinctive feature (Feature Negative Condition).
The present study compared Feature Positive-Feature Negative
discrimination performance with and without verbal feedback
for incorrect responses. Verbal feedback was shown to result
in better discrimination performance than no feedback for
incorrect responding. In addition, the magnitude of the
Feature Positive Effect was larger in the verbal feedback
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conditioh,

Finally, Feature Positive Ss touched the distinctive

Cont. feature and Feature Negative Ss touched one of the co11TTion

features a higher proportion of the time when verbal feedbnck
was given for incorrect responses. The results suggested
that the lack of explicit consequences for incorrect responses
is misinterpreted by young children in the feature discrimination paradigm.

5.

COMBINED EFFECTS OF BACKGROUND AND ATTITUDINAL SIMILARITY UPON
INTERPERSONAL ATTRACTION.
Daniel Madsen, Iowa City
The study examines the effects upon interpersonal attraction of
independently manipulating perceived similarity-dissimilarity along
two dimensions. An addi tive combination of effects was predicted
by the Byrne model of interpersonal attraction. A complete ly randomized 2 x 2 factorial experiment .employing 15 undergraduate
subjects per cell was conducted to test the additive prediction .
The procedure was a modification of the standard Byrne paradigm. A
significant interaction term (p . 05) in the analysis of variance
disconfirmed the Byrne prediction of an additive combination of
effects. Three possible explanations for the observed nonadditive
combination are derived from the theories of expectancy violation ,
social comparison and attribution.

6.

RECALL OF VERBAL MATERIAL PRESENTED IN A MONAURAL LISTENING TASK.
Jean Laing, Iowa City
Right ear superiority in the recall of verbal material presented
under a dichotic listening condition is well established .
In contrast, attempts to demonstrate such a difference between the ears
under a monaural listening condition have generally been successful.
The present study explored the possibility that enhancing the difficu lty of information processing by presenting speeded messages for
repetition under a monaural listening condition would disclose a
righ t ear superiority. Right-handed college students with normal
hearing were presented with taped sentences of varying lengths to
one ear at a time, whi ch they were to repeat immediately after
presentation. Half of the sentences presented to each ear were read
at approximately 100 wpm and the other half were read at 225 wpm.
The sentences, both at slow and accelerated speeds , failed to discriminate between right and left ear performance . A procedural
variation in which white noise was delivered to one ear and the
verbal stimulus to the other ea r also failed to elicit a difference
between the ears. Possible reasons for the negative findings and
suggested future research will be discussed.

7.

SET-SIZE EFFECTS IN SELECTING GROUPS OF MOVIES FOR A FILM FESTIVAL
Irwin P. Levin and Valerie S. Hensley, Iowa City.
This study is an extension of re search on the set-size effect: the
finding that responses to sets of information varying in size tend
to increase in polarity as the number of pieces of information increase. Most research on the set-size effect has b een conducted in
the area of personality impression formation, but the pre;ent study
examines the set-size effect when groups of objects are to be rated.
Subjects rated each of a series of popular old movies to be used in
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7 . assembli n g a c ollege film festival. The y then rat ed inta c t g r o u ps
Cont. of movies of various size and indicated how mu c h mo n ey s ho uld b e

spent for each group.
Group ratings and mo ney allo c ations we r e the n
examined as a function of group size. Group ratings wer e f o und to
increase in polarity and money allocations were f o und to inc r eas e a s
the number of movies in the group incr e a s ed. The s e t- s ize fun c t io n
in each case was negatively accelerate d. These resul t s c an be s t b e
described by a model from averaging theory in which the value o f
each movie in a group is averaged with an initial e xpec tancy .
Support for such a model has been found in personality imp res s ion
formation, and can now be e xtended to ratings of groups o f objects .

8.

THE INTEGRATION OF SELF-DESCRIPTIONS AND OTHER-DESCRIPTIONS ON THE
EVALUATION OF JOB APPLICANTS .
Jeanette M. Dolezal and Irwin P . Levin, Iowa City
The study was conducted to determine how different types of information are combined to arrive at evaluations of job applicants.
Sixty _§_s were each asked to evaluate nine applicants for the
position of an elementary school principal. They were asked to rate
the applicants on a scale of 1 to 20. A weighted average model was
proposed as a fram e work in which to discuss the results of the study
There were two deviations from the model's predictions. But with
ad hoc assumptions concerning parameter invariance, the model can be
madeto account for all the reported results. On the basis of the
results several conclusions were drawn:
1. Respective values of
self-description and other-description are both important in arriving at a rating response.
2.
Self-description and other-description appear to be averaged by the Sin arriving at his evaluation
of the applicant.
3.
The relative weight of a given self-description or other-description is dependent upon the other pi e ces of
information with which it is combined .

8A SYMPOSIUM : BROADENING THE BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS OF THE COLLEGE
STIJDENT. (Papers 9-12)
Summary:
Many faculty and graduate students in the Department of Ps ychology
at Drake University have been systematically observing and changing
th e academic behavior of students enroll ed in th e ir courses. The
courses are organized as contingency management s ystems (Personalized System of Instruction). Two persist ent problems in these
courses (as documented in universities across the country) have been
a high withdrawa l rate and procrastination due to self-pacing. Two
symposium papers will consider these problems and present dat a indicating some solutions. Although hundr eds of academic typ e cours es
(e.g., Introductory, Social, Learning) hav e been pro gramm ed, th e
more complex behaviors of the practicum student have not been carefully specified nor have component respons es been observ ed. On e
symposium paper concerns this probl em. Th e final pap er i s con cern ed
with student promises to study and work ha rd and th ei r s ub sequ ent
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GA failure to do so . Direct observation of s tudent study behavior in a
Cont. s tudy r oom was compared with their prtor s t a t ement of their plans fo r
studying. Different contingencies produc ed different degrees of
correspondence between planning and actual performance. The discussant and the symposium chairman have considerable experience with
contingency management systems; their remarks will ce nt er on th e
present studies as we ll as oth ers in thi s recent area of b ehavio r a l
technology in higher education.
9.

STUDENT WITHDRAWALS AND RE-ENROLLMENTS I N PERSONALIZED COURSES.
Wood, W. S., Wyli e , R. G., &Paine, C. G., Des Moines .

•

Personalized instruction usually requir es students to complete many
unit tests. Faced with this long chain of responses, students frequently pause before beginning to study (Kelleher, 1966) or escape
by withdrawing from the course (Born &Whel an, 1973; Keller, 1968;
Sheppard &MacDermot, 1970). The present paper examines s ome
characteristics (GPA, ACT scores) of student s who withdrew (13%) and
of students who remain in a large (N=600) Introductory Psyc holo gy
course. Some (23%) of these students who withdr ew also re- en roll ed
the next semester. The final performance of re-enrolled students
will be compared with that of students who remained.

10.

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN PLANNING TO STUDY AND ACTUALLY STUDYING.
Nielsen, K. V., Cohen, J.M., & Sowers, J. A. Des Moines.
Most studies (e.g., Ferster, 1968; Lloyd, 1969) have reported the
cumulative number of unit tests passed as a function of the semester
week. These data indicate that students put off taking unit tests
until late in the semester. Two studies (Burt, 1974 and Mawhinney,
Bostow, Laws, Blemenfeld and Hopkins, 1971) have directly observed
student studying for a specific course and have reported the same
relationship. The present experiment directly observed student
studying for all their courses and related these observations to
their stated plans for studying. In different conditions reinforcement contingencies were arranged for increased planning, increased
studying and increased correspondence between planning and actually
studying. Considerable changes in study patterns were obtained.

11.

BEHAVIORAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR PRACTICUM STUDENTS.
Whitehead, J. S. Des Moines.

Lloyd, M. E.

&

Practicum students are often expected to perform many functions.
Evaluation or grading may be very subjective. A set of criteria
for measuring identifiable responses would be helpful. Currently
these are being prepared and evaluated in an ongoing clinical
situation in which a team of therapists cooperate in outlining
treatment for a client; a beginning Practicum STudent, an Intern
and a faculty member observe, plan, carry out and evaluate a treatment program. Specific behaviors vary from prompt atte~dance at
appointments, recording data, obtaining reliability measures, reading relevant literature, summarizing and plotting data, to writing
a program description and outcome. Different procedures for evaluating these behaviors will be presented. Problems in evaluating
these complex behaviors will be discussed.
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12.

PROMPTING AND REINFORCING THAT FIRST UNIT TEST.
Lloyd, K. E. Des Moines.

Bitgood, S. C.

&

Nielsen (above) has attacked the problem of student procrastina tion
by changing the plans student make for studying i n all their courses.
The present paper is concerned with procrastination within a specific course. Several papers have reported successful pacing of student work with aversive contingencies (Malott &Svinicki, 1969; Lloyd,
1971). The present paper is concerned with positive techniques for
inducing students to begin working early in the semester. One study
used unequal credit weighting of assignments completed at different
times and found student performance to vary accordingly, another
study used various prompts (telephone calls, appointments) as a
means of encouraging students to start sooner . A variety of demonstrated procedures are not available to avoid the "cramming" problem.
Discussant:

Knutson, J. F.

University of Iowa.
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Science Teaching
1.

A COMPETENCY CHECKLIST IN EARTH SCIENCE AT UNI.
Cedar Falls.

Darrel Hoff,

The American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) and
the National Association of State Directors of Teacher Education
and Certification (NASIYI'EC) have jointly published a Guidelines
and Standards !2!:_ the Education £!. Secondary School Teachers of
Science and Mathematics approximately two years ago, In it one
finds th-rs-quote 1.lllder Guideline XII, Standard 3; "Teacher education institutions should develop performance criteria as guides in
planning teacher education experiences, in evaluating teacher
education programs, and assessing the ability of prospective
teachers to contribute to effective learning." This talk will
describe a competency checklist that earth science teaching majors
at UNI complete as part of their program, which was developed in
response to this guideline,

2.

PROJECT ASSIST: AN ASSESSMENT OF THE PAST AND A PROJECTION FOR THE
FUTURE. Daniel S. Sheldon, Iowa City.
Science Educa tion activities p romoted by Project ASSIST will be
reviewed. An analysis of each of the major thrust s o f Project
ASSIST will be made, i.e., in-service, pre-service, student programs ,
community i nvolv ement, ass essment and e valuation effort s . An
analysis of each area of activity will include the number o f
students, educators, and schools involved in the various prog rams.
In addition an evaluation of the outcome of the p rograms will be
made.
The future potential and direc tion of Proj ect ASSIST will be
projected as well as the specific 1974 summer activities that have
b een planned.

3.

TRENDS IN SECONDARY SCIENCE IN IOWA
Gary E. Downs, Des Moines
In the state of Iowa, there are 451 community, consolidated, and independent school districts. The enrollments within the school systems vary from about 44,000 to 180 students in grades K-12. Course
offerings, numbers of students enrolled in particular disciplines,
and comparisons of data from different size school districts will be
presented.

4.

PIAGET AND SCIENCE TEACHING,

F, P, DeLuca, Ames.

Piaget has proposed that individuals progress through stages of
intellectual development, Performance tests, known as Piagetian tasks.
have been used to gain understanding of Piaget's theory of intellectuai
development and to determine individuals' stages of intellectual
development, Familiarity with Piagetian tasks have helped science
teachers to become aware of the great significance that Pia~et's theory
has for science education in terms of modes of instruction, student
success or failure, effects of grades, grouping for instruction and the
question of accountabilitv.
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A "TARGET" APPROACH TO ACHIEVEMENT IN BIOLOGY COURSES.
Eugene C. Bovee, Lawrence , Kansas .
In 30 years of teaching biological sciences, especially General
Biology, I have used a "target" approach to student achievement. I
set a point-scale early in the course, based on projected tests and
laboratory assignments and the scores of previous students on similar
tests and assignments. Each student therefore knows how many points
must be acquired to achieve an A, B, C, or D grade and the number of
points possible in each test and laboratory assignment, all of which
must be completed -- except the final exam, waived at the student's
request if that student accepts his point total and grade without it.
All exams and laboratory assignments may be repeated (on different
forms of the exams and laboratory assignments) for "improved" credit,
i.e., the "old" grade is deleted and "improved" grade entered - - if
no improvement; "old" grade stands . Eight to 12% of a large class
will repeat any one test or assignment. Students with high academic
goals, or other goals (e.g., athletic eligibility) are more often the
repeaters . Average to poor students with indefinite goals seldom
repeat.

6.

PLANS FOR A BOTANICAL CENTER IN DES MOINES, IOWA .
Dorothy Baringer, Des Moines and Clifford E. LaMotte, Ames.
Th e Des Moines Botanical Center board has completed plans to build
a Botanical Center which includes an exhibit dome 150 feet in
diameter. A lobby, exhibit hall viewing gallery and plant preparation area are planned in a quarter radius segment adjacent to the
dome. Classroom spaces will be available under the exhibit hall
and in one of three 90x40 foot greenhouses.

7.

PROJECT ETW: FIRST YEAR REPORT.
Duane C. Anderson, Cherokee.
Project ETW (Exploring the Tangible World) is an exemplary Title III
ESEA program designed to link the Cherokee Community Schools with
the Sanford Museum and Planetarium for the purpose of enriching the
school curriculum through the use of specimens and special activities
This paper concerns the following: explication of project goals;
delineation of project activities ; methods of evaluating cognitive
and effective objectives; first year results; and a discussion of the
potential application of the program in other museums and school
districts.

8. CHEMISTRY FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS
Joe R. Moore and Barbara Snyder , -::- Muscatine .
Concepts taught in elementary school chemistry
include: the organization of the atom, molecular structure, simple bonding , the states of
matter, physical and chemical chan g es, and
chemical indicators . Methods used to teach to
these ends included; ato~ic and molecular
~ode l building , ex p eri me nt ation , simulation
g ames , and de monst rations g iven by high school
chemistry students . S tudents indicated that
they enjoyed this approach . Po st tests show
that the majority of th e children learned
the ke y concepts.
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9.

THE USE OF CREATIVE LEARNING METHODS IN ELEMENTARY-LEVEL
MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE.
Joe R. Moore and Barbara J. Wine*, Muscatine.
To increase student interest in mathematics and science through the
use of creative individual and group learning devices at the elementary level was the purpose of the efforts to be commented upon.
To achieve this goal a wide variety of methods were employed to
stimulate and enrich the students' knowledge in these areas. Individual interest centers providing an ever-changing assortment of
puzzles, games, experiments, film strips and skill-building
activities were an important element in the program. In addition,
many long-term group projects, in which the entire class participated, kept interest high in certain specified areas as a complement to the daily lessons. Although no specific evaluation
was made, in each of the three classes as the level of individual
involvement in the program increased, a noticeable upgrading in
student understanding followed in close correlation. A beneficial
additional result was the steady increase in maturity and educational self-confidence on the part of the seven and eight year
old students. Each year's experience strengthened the conclusion
that these methods not only served to improve student skills in
mathematics and science, but also contributed to a more open
educational atmosphere in the classroom.

10.

ALTERNATE METHODS FOR TWO PROJECT PHYSICS EXERCISES
Edward A. Peterson, Des Moines

Two inexpensive, easily-constructed experiments can
replace or supplement two Project Physics exercises,
(1) The film loop "Vector addition-Velocity of a Boat"
is an interesting and valuable means to explore velocity
vectors, However, obtaining data from a film loop has
less relevance for the student that performing an
experiment with dimensional materials, Moving paper
and a moving toy provides a viable alternate procedure
to the film loop. (2) The Project Physics experiment
"Curves of Trajectories" is a limited study of projectile
motion. More depth can be provided by using a dart gun
and a weighted dart. The student can then measure and
indicate velocity and velocity-vector changes in conjunction
with the plotting of the trajectory path.

11.

SUCCESS--AT A PRICE.
Sister Claire Marie Patik, Davenport
An individualized and/or self-paced program can be effective or
non-effective. Either type of performance can be determined or
directed--to a significant degree--by the individual teacher.
Greater demands on the time and energy of the teacher are rewarded
by the ultimate student objective: "SUCCESS". In her topic, the
author makes some observations and recommendations for engineering
a successful program of continuous progress or self-pacing in the
science department.
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12.

PREPARATION OF I NEXPENSIVE 2x2 SLIDES USING THE THERMOFAX

Sister Mary Dennis Lentsch,

I)J.buque

In this slide preparation technique, 100 2x2 slides can be prepared
for a cost of less than $5.00. The method of preparation is easy and
the slides can be prepared in a limitf..>d amount of time. The slides
are prepared by drawing, using a pen with water soluble ink, 20 2x2
squares on a sheet of white typing paper. Within each square, the
infonnation for the slide may be typed or written with a graphite
pencil, or an illustration may be taped in place. The Thennofax is
used to prepare a transparency of the material from the sheet of
typing paper. The squares are cut from the transparency and mounted
in Kodak ready-mounts by ironing around the edges. One hundred Kodak
ready-mounts for film size 127 cost $2.,50. These slides may be used
in a carousel slide projector or in a slide viewer. These slides may
be accompanied by cassette tapes and scripts as instructional tools.

13.

MINI-TERRARILJMS
Sondra Waltz, Norwalk
This shows how to construct terrariums . using discarded
bottles and jars, It also includes the construction of
tools f rom simple household items to make the planting
easier . The importance of proper soil and plants is
stressed as well as arrangement and balance. Proper care
a fte r planting was also stressed, such as watering and
opening and closing the lid to keep proper moisture in the
terrarium. These were used when teaching 5th and 6th
graders in science . They all became involved in planting
a terrarium of their own,

14.

DIRECTED STUDIES IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Jim Rotsaert, Dudley Pankake, Waterloo
Students follow work patterns developed from the regular text utilizing continuous teacher input and testing.
Students are selfpaced as encouraged by the teacher in an individualized prog ram.
The text used was Patterns and Processes of Science, by D. C. Heath,
Inc., but other texts lend themselves well to the same type of
program .

15.

THE COMPUTER IN THE HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGY CLASSROOM.
James J. Hungerford and Richard L. Carter, Marshalltown.
The utilization of a Dc 2 digital control computer center at
Marshalltown Senior High School, with emphas is on Science Education,
will be discussed.
Sample programs will be availabl e for your
obs e rvation.
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16 . UPDATE ON THE CONDUIT EXPERIMENT IN CHEMISTRY.
Warren T. Zemke,

Waverly.

Through the support of the National Science Foundation, the CONDUIT
experiment began in January 1972 to study and evaluate the transportability of computer-related materials in various undergraduate
curricula. CONDUIT consists of a consortium of five regional
computer networks, one of which is located at the University of Iowa.
Seven different Disciplinary Committees were established to (i)
identify and select appropriate disciplinary materials and to (ii)
assist in the review and transport of these materials. After a brief
overview of CONDUIT and its total program, a report of the state of
the CONDUIT chemistry materials will be presented. The paper will
(1) examine the specific chemistry computer materials selected,
(2) report on the success (or lack of it) in transporting these
computer programs, and (3) present an up-to-date view of where the
Chemistry Disciplinary Committee is directing its efforts this year.
As concerns (1), it is important to note that a commitment has been
made by the Chemistry Disciplinary Committee to this year include
some Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) modules and Computer
Generated Repeatable Exam (CGRE) modules into the present package.

17 .

LABORATORY TECHNIQUES IN THE ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY.
C. C. Rila, Mount Pleasant
We have developed an auto-tutorial procedure for teaching unit
operations in the Organic Chemistry laboratory. A few of the
systems in operation include recrystallization, melting point
determination, and liquid-liquid extraction. The unit operations
are taught through a set of 2x2 black and white slides coordin
ated with an audio tape. The preparation and use of the
slide-tape programs will be discussed.

10.

USING INTERACTIVE COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN TEACHING CHEMISTRY.
C. L. Meints, Indianola.
Interactive use of a computer in an educational environment will
be described and compared with the more commonly available batch
mode of computer operation. Specific applications in chemistry
will be discussed for drill and practice, and for simulations,
as well as for computations. Actual programs will be cited to
illustrate the various facets of these uses. Additional uses in
chemistry (tutorial, test. administration, data acquisition, and
gaming) will be described without attempting comparable illustration.

19.

C=C, A NEW COMPUTER PROGRAM ON PI BOND REACTIONS.

C. L. Meints, Indianola.
A specific program written to provide drill and practice in'
reactions of and synthesis of double bond compounds will be
illustrated in detail and its use in an organic course described.
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Undergraduate
1.

COLIFORM BACTERIA AND NITRATE CONCENTRATION OF WELL WATER IN DUBUQUE
COUNTY. Mark R. Knabel and Edward T. Cawley, Dubuque.
This is a study of the coliform bacteria and nitrate concentration
of well water in Dubuque County, Iowa. The degree of contamination
is related to nearness of sources of pollution, aquifer tapped, and
the type of casing employed in the construction of the well. Sevent:
wells, equally distributed throughout Dubuque County, were analyzed
for contamination during late July and early August of 1973. Those
wells showing elevated nitrates almost always had coliforms present.
Nearly all of these wells with elevated nitrates and coliforms were
not cased through the unconsolidated soils and fractured limestone.
Surface contamination was able to penetrate through uncased wells
and contaminate the aquifer. Those wells with casing through the
fractured soils and limestone showed markedly less contamination.
This is evidence that the extended casing protected the underlying
aquifers from surface contamination. The results indicate that it
would be desirable to case wells, wherever the water is to be used
for human consumption, through the unconsolidated soils and fractured limestone to protect underlying aquifers from surface contamination.

2.

A TWO SEASON COMPARISON OF ALGAL GENERA OF THE WAPSIPINICON DELTA
AND THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER. Peter Mazar, Davenport
Assays were made on the algal populations of the Princeton Marshes
and the Mississippi River in both fall and spring. Comparisons of
indicator genera l ead to conclusions concerning the various factors
affecting algal growth.

3.

THE EFFECT OF EARLY ADMINISTRATION OF TESTOSTERONE ON AGGRESSIVE
BEHAVIOR IN MICE . Louanda McClure, Decorah
One month after the initial injections of testosterone and testing
for aggression, the mice received a singl e adult injection of
testosterone proprionate. Aggr e ssion tests were conducted again.
Then the animal s were ovarie ctomized and after recovery from the
surge ry, testosterone inj ec tions were give n on three consecutive
days. Again, they were tested for aggression. Preliminary data
analysis revealed that testosterone tr eated animals exhibited more
overall a·ggression behavior than oil treated control mice. The mice
given testosterone on day 13 showed the most significant increase in
aggressive behavior. Further research, using larger numbers of
animals is required to determine specific causes for these unusual
results.

4.

THE DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS ON VIABILITY OF RECIPROCAL CROSSES IN
DROSOPHILA. Barbara Polios, Davenport
Experiments were designed to determine the numbers of offspring
produced as a result of reciprocal crosses in two strains of
Drosophila melanogaster. Preliminary experiments indicate a
differential number of offspring result according to the male
genotype.
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5.

FUZZY SET CODES ANO NERVE CELL STRATEGY .
City .

Neil Smalh e is er, Iowa

Following an introduction to fuzzy sets and fuzzy al gorithms, fuzzy
set codes are proposed as a general theoretical framework for understanding the strat egies involved in nerve cell firing behavior.
Mathematical and biological consequences of the model are explored
in information theory, learning, perception, and neurogenesis.
Experimental results in several neural systems are viewed in th is
context. Comparisons of the model with a recent model in genetics
are made with speculations on their possible underlying relationship.

6.

AGRICULTURAL LAND USE FACTORS IN THE UPPER IOWA RIVER WATERSHED.
James Hoff, Decorah.
Farming is the major source of many of the factors affecting water
quality in the Upper Iowa River and its tributary streams. Seventy
nine (79) farmers in the drainage basins of four streams along the
Upper Iowa River were interviewed in regard to their farming practices (i.e. crops, use of fertilizers and agrichemicals, livestock,
conservation practices, etc.). Differences in fertilizer use between
basins correspond directly to differences in nitrate and phosphat e
levels found in the streams. Potential soil loss due to erosion was
also estimated for each of the four basins using the Universal Soil
Loss Equation. Soil d~ta was obtained from U.S.O.A. Soil Survey
maps. Estimates of average soil loss from crop land in the four
basins ranged from 1.04 to 1.57 tons/acre/year.

7.

WATER CHEMISTRY PARAMETERS AND A DATA STORAGE SYSTEM FOR THE STUDY
OF THE UPPER IOWA RIVER WATERSHED. Craig Cornelius, Decorah
Standard chemical methods were used to measure various chemical
parameters of the Upper Iowa River Watershed over a 3-month period
during the summer o f 1973. Also, the data storage system used for a
multidisciplinary study is described. An interactive mode facilitated the storage, retrieval, and data analysis. Suggestions for th,
design of a r~ta bank are pres~nted.

8.

THE FISH, MACROINVERTEBRATE, AND ALGAL POPULATIONS OF THE UPPER IOWA
RIVER WATERSHED. Dirk Craft, Alan Hedstrom, Marilyn Peitso, Jerome
Rud, Judy Scherpelz. Deocrah, Iowa. The fish, macroinvertebrate,
and algal populations in the Upper Iowa River basin were monitored
periodically throughout the summer of 1973 at 32 sites. Data were
analyzed using Jaccard coefficients of association and mean diversit)
indices. Common fish found were Northern Common Shiner, Striped Fantail Darter, Central Johnny Darter and Longnosed Dace. Most frequently sampled macroinvertebrates included Baetidae, Chironomidae,
Simulidae, and Hydropsychidae families. Among algal genera Oscillator ia, Navicula, Cladophora, and Scenedesmus were commonly sampled.
Cluster analysis based on presence-absence data showed similarities
using Jaccard coefficients of association within French, Si'iver, and
Bear Creek sub-basins for macroinvertebrates, and within French and
· Silver for algae.
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9.

SOME INCIDENTAL RESULTS OF A DRIFT-FENCE STUDY OF A SALAMANDER
POPULATION IN EASTERN IOWA (A PRELIMINARY REPORT). Michael
Lunch* and William Pusateri*, Cedar Rapids.
In connection with a study of salamanders in two field ponds in
Linn County, Iowa, using 1,000 feet of drift fence and 150 submerged can traps, from March 12 to May 9, 1973, a variety of
other small animals were caught and recorded. They included
mammals, reptiles, other amphibians, and many crayfishes and
other invertebrates. These incidental results are summarized
and presented by location and date. The possibilities of this
technique for securing valuable field data are briefly discussed .
This is a preliminary report of work still in progress in 1974.

10 .

ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF ENOOPARASITES FOUND IN CENTRAL IOWA MUSKRATS
Jay B. McAninch, Ames
Muskrats (Ondatra zibethica) were collected from three Central Iowa
habitats and examined for he lminth parasites . The habitats included
a pothole slough, a small slow-moving creek , and a f a st-moving
stream. Marked differences were noted in the levels o f helminth
infestations between habitats as well as in the infestation levels
of three specific helminths (Quinqueserialis quinqueserialis,
Echinostomurn revolutum, and Ascaris sp.) Subadu l ts had fewer worms
per individual than did adults in allareas . Comparisons of the
mean worm burden and the percentage of infestation between males
and females varied with habitat . The host habitat proved to be
significantly important in determining levels of infestation of the
parasitic helminth fauna of muskrats.

11.

EFFECTS OF Ba++ AND Sr++ ON THE MYOGENIC CARDIAC ACTION POTENTIAL
AS RECORDED WITH MICROPIPETTE ELECTRODES . Steve Lidvall and Phil
Jacobsen, Decorah, Iowa. Microel ectrode techniques wer e used to
record the transmembrane action potential in the myogenic frog
heart. By perfusing the heart in low con c entrations of Ba++, th e
depolarization of the cardiac cell was displayed on the face of a
Hewlet Packard 1200A oscilloscope and recorded with the use of
photographic technique s . The initi a l hyperpolarization effects of
low concentrations of Sr++ wer e record ed in the same manner.
Microelectrod es were drawn from one mm(diamet e r) capillary tubing
to a tip diameter of one to two mi crons and filled with a 3M KCl
solution. A single cardiac cell was impaled with gravity techniques and the transmembrane potential was tr ansmitted through a
25 micron silver wir e and displayed on the face of a Hewlet Packard 1200A oscilloscope . The action potential was then recorded
with the use of a 2 1/4 x 2 1/4 Bronica camera using Kodak 120
film.
The results suggest that Ba++ may act by specifically decreasing
K+ conductance while both Sr++ and Ba++ may independently stimulate the Na+ pump.
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12.

THE BASIC PHARMACOLOGY AND TOXICOLOGY OF ISOLATED CROP/GIZZARD
PREPARATIONS OF THE EARTHWORM, Lumbricus terrestris. Bruce Marshall, Decorah, Iowa. With the isolated preps suspended vertically
and perfused with earthworm ringers, the effects of various substances on the crop/gizzard musculature of Lumbricus was examined.
Acetylcholine was excitatory and was blocked by atropine. Likewise
L-arterenol, nicotine, and gamma aminobutyric acid were excitatory.
Epinephrine, 5-Hydroxytryptamine, excess calcium, manganese and
Nembutal were found to be inhibitory. Histamine, caffeine, oxytocin and L(+)glutamic acid produced no evident effects on the
prep. Low calcium and barium increased the irritability of the
muscle. A commercial fungicide was toxic causing a tetanic contr ac ti on of the crop/gizzard muscle. A commercial insecticide
was very inhibitory but not completely toxic. Atrazine produced
no effect and the effect of DDT was perhaps slightly inhibitory.
Optimum contractile amplitude occurred at about 20°C, frequency
was greatest around 28°C, and the thermal death occurred at 37°C.
It is probably that the crop/gizzard is doubly innervated, by
excitatory cholinergic nerve fibers and by inhibitory serotoninergic nerve fibers.

13.

No abstract available.
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Zoology
1.

THE ILLINOIS MUD TURTLE, KINOSTERNON FLAVESCENS SPOONER!, IN IOWA.
James Cooper and James L. Chr1st1ansen, Drake Un1vers1ty, Des Moines
The Illinois mud turtle, Kinosternon flavescens spooneri, was first
described by Smith in 1950. It is known to be limited to a few
relict populations in Illinois, extreme eastern Iowa and northeastern Missouri. Most of the populations appear to be declining.
A Muscatine Island population, south of Muscatine, Iowa was examined
during 1973 using radiotelemetry to de~ermine diurmal activity and
temperature fluctuations. Data were obtained on food habi ts,
reproductive cycle, and nesting behavior to attempt to estimate the
turtle's potential for survival. Only preliminary data have been
obtained.

2.

THE NICHES OF TWO SOFT-SHELLED TURTLES IN IOWA, PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS.
Tom A. Williams* and James L. Christiansen, Drake University, Des
Moines.
Two closely related soft-shelled turtles (Trionyx) occur sympatricly
in much of Iowa. Previous research indicates little or no difference
between the niches of Trionyx spiniferus and I_. muticus. The present
study attempts to determine whether differences exist between the
niches of these species in Iowa, and if so, what the differences are .
Our results show I_. spiniferus to occur in most of the rivers and
large streams of the state while T. muticus is limited to the
Mississippi, Missouri, Grand, Des-Moines, lower Cedar, and lower Iowa
rivers; the largest rivers in the state. Where the two species occur
together, I_. spiniferus may be found more frequently in areas with
submerged trees and other vegetable debris while T. muticus is
apparently found in open water and along unobstructed sandy beaches.

3.

PROTOZOA IN "AUFWUCHS" ON THE CARAPACE OF TURTLES.
Eugene C. Bovee, Lawrence , Kansas.
The "aufwuchs" community on the carapace of freshwater turtles is a
specialized one, often containing algae and protozoa not found elsewhere, as well as many which are cosmopolitan in freshwaters.
Examination of "aufwuchs" from the soft-shelled turtle, Trionyx
mutieus, in Kansas, during September 1973, revealed four previously
unknown species of Suctoria, 2 of the Genus Tokophrya and 2 of the
Genus Anarrna , and 5 new species of peritrichous ciliates, 3 in the
Genus Epistylis , and one each in the Genera Opereularia and
Rhabdostyla. Thirty-eight other species of protozoa commonly found
in fresh waters were also identified to at least the ·generic level,
including 11 ciliates of 11 genera, 10 flagellates of 9 genera, and
17 amebas of 10 genera. The "aufwu chs " on the carapace of turtles
provides an excellent area of ecological study, not widely known of,
nor used.
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4.

SOME COCCIDIA FROM IOWA REPI'ILES II, Richard S, Wacha and James L,
Christiansen, Des Moines,
The results of a survey of the coccidian parasites of Iowa reptiles
are herein reported, Those coccidian species found, the shape and
average length-width dimensions (in micrometers) of their oocysts,
and the hosts from which they were isolated were as follows, Eimeria
delagei marginata, pear-shaped (22,1 X 17.6), an Eimeria sp,, broadly ellipsoidal (12,6 X 11,4), and an Eimeria sp,, ellipsoidal bearing 2 short conical projections at the polar end and 2 at the antipolar end (23,8 X 13,2), from the Map Turtle, Gra}temys geographica1
an Eimeria sp,, narrowly ellipsoidal (19,5 X 13,5 , from the False
Map Turtle, Graptemys pseudogeographica; a Mantonella sp., conicalshaped bearing 1 short conical projection at the polar end and 2 or
3 at the antipolar end (14,3 X 7,1), from the Illinois Mud Turtle,
Kinosternon flavescens spooneri; a Caryospora sp,, spherical (11,7
diameter), from the Ea.stern Massasauga, Sistrurus catenatus catenatu~
and Isospora dirumpens amerlcana, with an inco_nspicuous oocyst wall
enclosing 2 elliptical sporocysts each averaging 10,3 X 7,9, from
the Bull Snake, Pltuophis melanoleucus sayi, This report is a continuation of the first report presented at the 84th session of the
Academy, (Supported in part by Drake University Research Council
grant No, 237-656,)

5.

EMBRYOWGY OF THE SIAMESE FIGIITING FISH, BETTA SPENDENS.
Gene A. Lucas and Wayne 0. Groth*, Des Moines
Eggs of the Siamese Fighting Fish were traced from the time of
fertilization to 120 hours and compared to Oppenheimer stages for
typical polylethical teleost eggs. Development was at 26°C which
is about optimal for Betta splendens. Development was very rapid;
four cell stage at one hour; gastrulation at 6-7 hours; heart
beat and circulation at 24 hours; hatching at 44 hours; fry free
swimming and horizontal at 76 hours. Development is about twice
as rapid as that of Fundulus heteroclitus, another popular aquarium
fish used for experimental studies.

6.

ISOLATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE ABNORMAL OPAQUE MATERIAL IN THE
WHITE MUTANT OF THE SIAMESE FIGIITING FISH, BETTA SPLENDENS.
B. Katherine Royal and L. E. Brown*, Drake University, Des Moines.
A new mutation, termed "Opaque" has been described for Betta
splendens. The Opaque factor is characterized by the build-up of
a "creamy" or chalk-white material as the fish ages. The material
accumulates over the entire fish but is especially prominent on the
head, eyes and in places with minimal iridocyte color. Material was
extracted from head, body and fin regions and separated by thin layer
chromatography. Ultraviolet and fluorescent spectra indicated the
opaque material was the purine, guanine. The guanine may ' be produced
as a result of metabolic pathway or iridophore malfunction; it may
also be inversely related to pterin production.
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7.

THE EFFECTS OF IN VITRO CULTURE OF TRITRICHOMONAS SUIS IN CHICK
CHORIO-ALLANTOICFLUID. Jackson L. Marr>', and Benton W. Buttrey, Ames.
Tritrichomonas suis, normally inhabiting the stomach of the pig , was
in vitro cultucecii"n chick chorio-allantoic fluid to determine the
effeci:"s"°of such a change in the environment on the growth and morpho logical characteristics of this porcine trichomonad. lnocula of
20 000 organisms per ml were inoculated into a series of tubes, each
wi~h 5 ml of chorio-allantoic fluid. Growth cycles and changes in
the morphology of the organism were studied over a 6 day period at
temperatures of 25 C, 30 C, and 36 C. The maxi mal number of trichomonads reached after 6 gays of 30 C culturing was 900,000_per ml; a
population of 1.15 x 10 per ml was reached after 4 days 1n those
cultures incubated at 36 C. No sustained growth resulted in the culture incubated at 25 C. Minimal generation times of 26.2 hours at
30 C and 16. l hours at 36 C were determined. Following 6 days of J.22.
vitro culturing, the organisms at both 30 C (9 .83 :_ 0. 16µ x 11.81 :_
D.12µ) and 36 C (9. 13 :_ 0. 16µ x 4.80 :_ 0. 12µ) were shorter and wider
than the organisms of the original inoculum (12.55 :_ 0.161-l x 4.31 :.
O. 10µ). In addition to these gross morphological differences in size
other morphological changes were noted in the cultured trichomonads
including reduction in the size of the nucleus and a shortening of
the parabasal body.

G.

CERCARIAL EMERGENCE PATTERNS IN GIGANTOBILHARZIA HURONENSIS, A
DERMATITIS-PRODUC ING AV IAN SCHISTOSOME. Martin J . Ulmer, Ames .
The phys id snail, Aplexa hypnorum, serves as a common intermediate
host for the avian schistosome, G.hu ronensis in northwest Iowa.
Heavy annual outbreaks of "swimm~rs' itch" in the Okoboji region
are frequently associated with cercariae of this species; larvae
emerge from infected snails during early morning hours. Experi ments
conducted during the summers of 1972 and 1973 indicate that light
is th e principle stimulus for cercarial emergence . Si x heavily
infected snails collected in nature were placed in a large glass
jar whose aperture was covered with a fine-mesh screen. The jar was
inverted, mainta ined at a depth of 9 feet (below the range of 1 ight
penetrability) in Miller's Bay,West Lake Okoboji, for 12 hours
(9:30 PM to 9:30 AM) . Snails were then r emove d from the jar and
water was checked microscop ically for the presence of cercariae .
Snails ma i ntained at this depth shed no cercariae . At the surface,
howe ver, these snails shed more than 100 cercariae after exposure
to sunlight for half an hour.
To ascertain that water depth is not a factor inhibiting cercarial emergence , the experiment was r e peated, this time using five
naturally-infected snails. However, submerged snails were now
exposed to artificial light prov i ded by an underwater 6v flashl i ght
battery whose beam was directed toward the snails from midnight to
9:00 AM. The jar was then sealed, brought to the surface and kept
from sunlight until water had been drained from it. When examined
under the dissecting microscope, this water contained more than
100 cercariae. Light thus appears to be the principl e fact o r in
stimulating cercar ial emergence.
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9.

THE FINE STRUCTURE OF VARIOUS ORGAN SY~TEMS OF CATENOTAENIA PUSILLA
(CESTODA). Darwin D. Wittrock, Ames.
The tegument, osmoregulatory system, and male reproductive system of
Catenotaenia pusilla, a conmon intestinal parasite of laboratory
mice, were examined using light and electron microscopy and were
found to be similar to those of other cestodes. The tegument
conslsts of an outer region of tegumental spines continuous with a
broad layer of distal cytoplasm containing numerous vesicles and
mitochondria. A fibrous zone separates the distal cytoplasm from
the tegument of the suckers and surrounds the well developed muscle
bands. Secretory bodies are prominent in the distal cytoplasm and
lumen of the sucker. Large amounts o f ~ and ' beta glycogen a re
found throughout the tegument and parenchyma. Flame cells, containing cilia with the usual 9+2 microtubule pattern, and collecting
ducts are conmon in the parenchyma of the scolex. Spermatozoa,
similar in structure to those of other helminths, show a 9+1
arrangement of axial filaments surrounded by cytoplasmic microtubules

